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Introductions
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1.1. President’s Report

Change is the law of life.
And those who look only
to the past or present are
certain to miss the future.
John F. Kennedy

In my first message as the 2021 President

a number of Memoranda of Understanding
and joint programmes with ADR

of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators

organisations and arbitral institutions. It was

(CIArb), I shared with you the three primary
aims of CIArb’s strategy for 2021-2023, to:

my pleasure to participate in two fireside

• Promote the constructive resolution of

Arbitration, where we shared the visions and

chats with the President of the ICC Court of
aspirations of our respective organisations.

disputes across the globe;

• Be a global inclusive thought leader;
• Develop and support an inclusive global

At its heart, CIArb is an educator, and 2021
did not disappoint. The CIArb’s events,

community of diverse dispute resolvers.

courses and other activities reached an
unprecedented number of people across

With the unfailing support of the

the globe. CIArb and CIArb Branches

membership, CIArb is meeting these aims

delivered virtual courses focusing on all

through so many innovative and outstanding

aspects of dispute resolution, with 4,841

courses, programmes and initiatives that it is
not possible to share them all.

people participating in CIArb training. Not

The following are just a few of 2021’s

International Commercial Arbitration Course

only did CIArb offer its flagship Diploma in

many highlights:

twice in 2021, but also inaugurated a new

CIArb continued to demonstrate its role as a

modelled on the International Commercial

Diploma in International Maritime Arbitration,
Arbitration Diploma. Importantly, CIArb

dispute resolution thought leader by actively

also acknowledged the role it must play in

participating as an observer at the UNCITRAL

addressing the spectre of climate change

Working Groups, focusing

and the need for sustainability. Both the

on ISDS and Expedited Arbitration, two

Alexander Lecture, delivered by Wendy Miles

extremely important issues to the ADR

QC FCIArb and the theme of this year’s DAS

Community. Collaboration within the ADR

Convention, explored the deep and complex

community continued with the execution of
2
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links between our profession and the

Statement for EDI’, reiterating its pledge to

monumental societal changes mandated

embed inclusivity across all its operations.

to eliminate our dependence on fossil fuels
and mitigate climate change. This important

In short, despite the pandemic scourge, CIArb

topic will continue to be at the forefront of

looked neither to the past nor to the present

CIArb’s activities in the coming years.

and so has not missed the future.

Finally, CIArb enhanced its commitment

It was an honour and a privilege to be the

to diversity and inclusion. From honouring

2021 President of CIArb. I ‘travelled’ over

women at the CIArb International Women’s

300,000 virtual miles. It was a pleasure

Day 2021, to the inauguration of the CIArb

to meet so many of our members, albeit

Mentoring Scheme, to the Members’

virtually. I look forward to the time we may

Insight Panel, designed to foster diversity

meet in person.

of thought, and ensure what CIArb does is
informed by its members, thereby CIArb

I have no doubt that CIArb will continue to

embraced its role as an inclusive global

look to the future. I wish my successor Jane

community of diverse dispute resolvers.

Gunn a rewarding year.

Further evidence of its commitment to
Ann Ryan Robertson C.Arb FCIArb

diversity and inclusion is CIArb’s new ‘Policy

Some of 2021’s highlights

New partnerships
Execution of a number
of Memoranda of
Understanding and
joint programmes with
ADR organisations and
arbitral institutions.

Sustainability
CIArb acknowledged
the role it must play in
addressing the spectre
of climate change
and the need for
sustainability.

Maritime Diploma
CIArb inaugurated a new
Diploma in International
Maritime Arbitration,
modelled on the
International Commercial
Arbitration Diploma.

EDI
CIArb enhanced
its commitment to
equality, diversity and
inclusion.
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1.2. Chair of the Board of Trustees

Our offices at 12 Bloomsbury Square opened
and closed in line with UK restrictions,
and our staff responded accordingly and
adopted a mixture of remote and hybrid
working to enable a seamless continuation of
operational delivery and growth. I would like
to thank the entire team for their hard work
and adaptability during this time.

For me, our 2021 highlights included:

CIArb’s commitment to promoting effective
dispute resolution and the benefit it brings to

• The increased engagement

societies and economies around the world

between Head Office and our

has been ever more important.

Branch committees through regular
discussion and consultation.

This was the first year of delivery against

meetings. As a result, there is a

CIArb’s strategy and significant steps were

much greater feeling of alignment

taken to transform CIArb to ensure that it

across CIArb.

continues to meet the wants and needs of
members.

• Growing the reach and impact
of CIArb through the continued

We said farewell and thanked Francis

running of a full events programme,

Xavier C.Arb FCIArb, our outgoing President

including the Mediation Symposium,

and were delighted to welcome Ann Ryan

which was run over 12 hours to

Robertson C.Arb, FCIArb as President in 2021.

engage a global audience; Wendy
Miles QC FCIArb presenting a

We welcomed Dr Theophile Margellos MCIArb

thought-provoking Alexander

as a trustee and thanked the members of our

Lecture on ADR and sustainability

Board of Management under the leadership

direct from COP26, and Hon Lady

of Marcus Cato FCIArb and Marion Smith QC

Justice Joyce Aluoch EBS CBS

FCIArb which we dissolved in its current form

MCIArb delivering an inspiring 2021

as part of the changes we are making to

Roebuck Lecture on the Singapore

bring CIArb’s governance into line with best

Mediation Convention.

practice.
CIArb continued to operate with the
uncertainty of the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic.
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Behind the scenes, our Governance reform
programme continued, with, following

• Seeing the way key strategic

consultation with CIArb members, the

projects focused on brand, our

Trustees agreeing proposed changes to

membership offer and the scoping

the Royal Charter and Byelaws. The reform

of a new competency framework

programme aims to provide CIArb with more

to sustain the consistency of our

responsive and agile governance in line with

world class training have been

the demands of the 21st century

progressed.

and best practice for charitable membership
organisations registered in England and

• Witnessing the energy and

Wales.

proactivity of our 2021 President, Ann
Ryan Robertson C.Arb, FCIArb, whose

None of the achievements of CIArb in 2021

Presidential Plan was made more

would have been possible without the hard

challenging given the ongoing

work of CIArb members who graciously and

pandemic and travel restrictions.

willingly donated their time and expertise

Ann’s agility to pivot and adapt was

either though the Branches, Standing

an inspiration. While often being

Committees working groups and faculty.

seen ‘virtually’, Ann’s presence and

Our members are integral to the ongoing

contribution always meant it felt as

success of CIArb. It has been an honour to

if she was in the room.

chair the Board of Trustees in 2021 and, on
their behalf, I thank you all.
Jonathan Wood FCIArb

Our members are
integral to the
ongoing success
of CIArb.
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1.3. Director General

We embarked on an education and
training reform programme to introduce
competence levels for each grade of our
membership, which will help us to ensure we
offer world-class training to a consistent high
global standard.
We also started implementation of a digital
transformation programme to improve our
members’ online experience.
We continued our engagement with

It continues to be an honour and privilege

Branches, which continue to deliver excellent

to serve as CIArb’s Director General. In 2021,

training and events for Branch members

CIArb’s global professional membership

around the world.

continued to grow. CIArb admitted 1,758
new professional members (Associate 929,

Additionally, we strengthened our events

Member 646, Fellow 183) and an additional

programme, highlights of which included

1,960 student members and CIArb delivered

CIArb’s Mediation Symposium, DAS

more training to more prospective members

Convention, YMG World Tour and Conference,

through our HQ training programme and

and thought leadership through our Roebuck

Branch network.

Lecture delivered by Hon Lady Justice Joyce
Aluoch EBS CBS MCIArb on the Singapore

2021 was also a transformative year as we

Mediation Convention and Alexander Lecture

worked behind the scenes and started to put

delivered from COP26 by Wendy Miles QC

in place the building blocks to improve the

FCIArb on international arbitration and

services we deliver for our members.

sustainability investment: facilitator or foe?
Our International Women’s Day event lecture

We are committed to ensuring CIArb’s

was delivered by Amanda Lee FCIArb, who

members are listened to. With this in mind

examined how we can reach the final frontier

CIArb completed a significant piece of

of true gender equality and was nominated

research about what our members want

for a GAR award.

and need from CIArb. This will help us to
continue to develop and deliver services for

Other highlights in the year include, creating

our members and to fulfil our commitment

an insight panel enabling members to inform

to equality, diversity and inclusion, supporting

our activities, delivering an ongoing learning

all our members to succeed in the ADR

programme informed by member input

profession, irrespective of their background.

and launching a mentoring programme for
career development.
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We also continued our important policy

We continue to influence policy by

work as a participant on UNCITRAL working

responding to government consultations

groups II and III, using our observer status to

and by providing support to the All Party

represent our members globally.

Parliamentary Group on ADR.

We also launched professional guidance

Finally, we started implementing governance

on the Use of Technology in International

reforms, following consultation with our

Arbitration and created member-led

members, to ensure our governance meets

advisory working groups on sustainability

best practice and sets CIArb up for future

and technology.

successes.
Catherine Dixon MCIArb
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CIArb

Henk Louw FCIArb
Advocate, Arbitrator,
Mediator and Adjudicator,
South Africa

On entering the world of arbitration, mediation
and adjudication in South Africa, accreditation
and Fellowship with the Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators was essential in my personal growth
and development allowing me to become both an
accepted and accredited practitioner and part of
an interactive global institution providing uniform
guidance, training, mentorship, access to views,
news, knowledge and thought leaders.
9
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2.1. The Role of CIArb

services including training and development,
ensuring that we raise professional

We are committed to promoting alternative

standards and embed ethical rules into ADR

dispute resolution (ADR) and the benefit it

practice.

brings to society and economies across the
world.

Our vision is a world where disputes are
resolved promptly, effectively, and creatively.

Our ambition is to be recognised as the
trusted global thought leader on ADR. We are

We believe that our strategic aims will help

committed to working with our 42 Branches

us achieve our vision and demonstrate

and members in over 150 jurisdictions around

commitment to our mission:

the world to provide them with world-class

CIArb’s mission is to be the inclusive global thought
leader on dispute resolution, promoting and
facilitating the creative and effective resolution of
disputes, supporting diversity and inclusion and
ensuring practitioners are highly trained and comply
with professional standards and ethical rules.

10
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2.2. Strategy

and as the home for all dispute resolution
professionals, irrespective of discipline;

In 2020, working closely with our Members,

• Reinforce the rule of law and access 		

Branches, Boards and staff, we developed
a revised strategy. 2021 was the first year of

to justice by raising global awareness and

putting this new strategy into practice.

support any projects which use all forms
of effective dispute resolution;

CIArb’s strategic aims are to:

• Enable greater access to all forms of 		

1. Globally promote the constructive

effective dispute resolution through the

resolution of disputes.

use of innovation and technology;

• Identify, through horizon scanning, trends

In summary we will:

affecting all forms of effective dispute

• Promote the benefits of constructively

resolution;

resolving disputes and the value this brings

• Raise professional standards by 		

to society and to the economy;

continuously developing guidance and

• Differentiate CIArb members’ expertise

rules.

resulting from their CIArb training and
compliance with professional standards

3. Develop and support an inclusive global

and ethical rules;

community of diverse dispute resolvers.

• Train non-members to understand 		

In summary we will:

the benefits of using effective dispute

• Support our members’ career progression

resolution, encouraging them to use such

by providing accessible, relevant, and

methods to resolve disputes at work;

high-quality training and development,

• Work collaboratively, partnering 		

enabling them to innovate, differentiate,

to promote all forms of effective dispute

and compete in changing markets;

resolution across the globe.

• Grow our membership by targeting the

2. Be a global, inclusive thought leader.

provision of information, products, and
services;

In summary we will:

• Respond to the diverse and individual

• Influence those with a key role in shaping

needs of our members by building our

dispute resolution across the world by

understanding of their roles, career stage,

being recognised as the thought leader

priorities, and specialisms;

on all forms of effective dispute resolution
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• Support our Branches to grow, network,

• We run regular awareness raising 		

develop expertise, and share information

campaigns examining a range of life 		

through active communication and 		

issues in dispute resolution, from the UK’s

engagement;

departure from the Lugano framework to
developments in the field of construction

• Highlight the significant contribution of

arbitration. By educating the public in this

CIArb members;

way we equip people with the knowledge
to navigate the ADR landscape.

• Encourage and support equality, diversity,

• We have formed specialist groups to 		

and inclusion, enabling the best 		
candidates to join CIArb and the dispute

promote better working in a range of 		

resolution progression route/process 		

areas. For example, our new ADR and 		

regardless of their background.

Sustainability Group is tasked with 		
identifying ways in which the ADR 		

Public benefit

profession can contribute to the 		
decarbonisation agenda, from changing

As a registered charity in England and Wales

its operational model to playing a key

CIArb delivers public benefit in a number of

role in shaping energy and infrastructure

ways...

contracts.

• Through working with governments both

• Our Professional Practice Guidelines 		

in the UK and around the world, CIArb

continue to provide valuable guidance to

pro-actively works to ensure that 		

ADR practitioners in a range of areas of

legislation governing the conduct of 		

practice, thereby equipping them with

dispute resolution is effectively drafted

the knowledge they need to provide a

in a way that is consistent with the public

better service to the public. These 		

interest, benefitting end users and the

Guidelines are available to all free of 		

wider society. For example, our work 		

charge on the CIArb website.

with the Ministry of Justice and Law 		

• CIArb operates a number of bespoke

Commission on the Arbitration Act 		
(1996) is focused on ensuring we have a

dispute appointment services, from 		

legislative framework that promotes 		

the Business Arbitration Scheme (BAS)

access to justice.

to provide low-cost redress for smaller
businesses, to the Pubs Code Adjudicator

• Our capacity-building initiatives around

Arbitration Referral Service, ensuring that

the world are aimed at increasing the

appropriate arbitrators are appointed to

number of qualified dispute resolvers

PCA cases.

available to handle disputes, thereby 		
increasing capacity in the system and
widening access for the public.

12
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The Trustees confirm that they have had

The full EDI strategy can be read here:

regard to the Charity Commission’s guidance

www.ciarb.org/media/13771/ciarb-edi-

on public benefit in reporting on the Charity’s

strategy.pdf

objectives and achievements.

• Following the challenge CIArb Branches

• Our EDI strategy is focused on 			

experienced in delivering training in 2020

increasing opportunities for those 		

due to the Covid-19 pandemic, we have

from under-represented backgrounds in

supported Branches to re-engage with

the ADR profession, whether by creating

both virtual and face-to-face training,

opportunities to be heard at major events

resulting in around 2,000 people trained

or by identifying professional development

and assessed at Branches in 2021

opportunities to help them advance in

(compared to fewer than a 1,000 in 2019

their career.

pre-pandemic).

• By the end of December 2021, almost 		

2.3. Summary of 2021

5,000 people had completed CIArb 		
training globally.

CIArb has continued to focus on delivering
for its members in line with our agreed

• The CIArb Diploma in International

strategic priorities. There were several

Commercial Arbitration ran twice, virtually,

notable successes in 2021.These included:

in 2021, involving 28 candidates from 		

• Equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) is

21 different jurisdictions in March and 32

fundamental to the way CIArb operates,

candidates from 23 different jurisdictions in

and we were delighted to issue a clear

September.

EDI strategy in 2021. The strategy sets 		

• CIArb and Omnia Strategy collaborated

out a definitive vison and mission, as
well as an action plan, which we started

on a three-day pro bono course on

to work towards during 2021. There have

‘Succeeding in Arbitration for State 		

been many areas of progress, including

Advocates’ as well as on a seminar on

our new events strategy, which has 		

Investor-State Mediation. It was heartening

focused on the accessibility and

to see candidates joining the course from

experience of events, and ensuring the

many different jurisdictions around the

global audience is served and reflected in

world.

our events and in terms of how HQ 		

• Partnership work continued, with more than

delivers education and training to meet
our EDI objectives. In addition, we have

450 people trained at the Saudi Centre for

progressed our mentoring scheme 		

Commercial Arbitration. In addition, CIArb

helping younger Members, particularly

accredited 35 Course Providers around the

from underrepresented groups, to benefit

globe under the RCP scheme.

from structured professional development
led by a more senior mentor.
13
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• We held several successful online events

entitled ‘Arbitration and Mediation as a

and webinars including the Roebuck 		

Global Force for Good’.

Lecture delivered to approximately 1,800

• We widened CIArb’s reach by speaking

people, the Alexander Lecture, with 2,222
registrations and the ‘Meet the Leaders’

at various events including the Asian 		

event which had global participation

International Arbitration Centre’s webinar

of 671 attendees. Our International 		

on ethics, Thailand Arbitration Center’s [sic]

Women’s Day event, DAS Convention and

webinar on women in arbitration, Australia/

Mediation Symposium had more than

Malaysia Branches’ event on conflicts

1,900 registrations combined.

and Sao Paulo Arbitration Week on witness
conferencing.

• Our engagement with audiences 		

• We have continued to successfully grow

continues to grow, with almost 61,000

our membership to 16,881 (2.1% growth

Followers now on LinkedIn which represents
a 36% increase.

from 2020) and student members to 		
almost 10,000.

• We have developed and delivered a series

• We successfully obtained the Investors

of successful policy podcasts and 		
launched, on behalf of the All Party 		

in People accreditation which will enable

Parliamentary Group for Alternative Dispute

us to build on best practice and develop

Resolution, a report entitled ‘Securing the

our strategic approach to our people

UK’s position as a global dispute hub: best

We continued to invest and develop 		

practice lessons between Singapore and

our people through training, as well as

the UK’.

introducing new skill sets to the 		
organisation to help us move forward

• Taking a more consultative approach

at pace.

with Branches, we have improved 		
communications with the introduction of
quarterly meetings with Branch Chairs on a
regional basis.

• We identified and co-developed (with the
Young Members Group) a ‘Student Virtual
Internships Programme’ to give students/

In 2021, CIArb had
6,593 registrations in
total for events

young people a chance to experience the
sort of work an ADR practitioner does.

• CIArb’s Young Members Group hosted a
World tour a series of 23 webinars over 11

weeks with 140 panellists from 60 countries,

14
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Annual highlights

3.1. Membership Engagement and Communications
It is of paramount importance to us that we ensure we are relevant and engaging our valued
members in the right way. To this end, we progressed two key pieces of strategic work in 2021.
The first piece is focused on the CIArb brand and how it presents itself to the world. For this
work, we have consulted many stakeholders and members, and we will be implementing
the findings later in 2022. Also in 2021, we conducted a large, in-depth research project with
members to inform how we shape our offer both in line with our organisational ambition, and
more importantly, with what our members need and want. Work on developing our thinking
about the member offer began towards the end of 2021 and will be rolled out during 2022.
CIArb membership continued to grow in 2021. We began the year with an active membership
of 16,530 and ended the year with a total professional membership of 16,881 and student
membership at 9,997. In total we admitted 1,758 new professional members (Associate 929,
Member 646, Fellow 183) and an additional 1,960 student members.

Professional membership
20,000

Student membership

New members
in 2021

10,000

Student

8,000

15,000

6,000

10,000

16,530

16,881

5,000

4,000

8,204

9,997

2020

2021

1,960

Associate

929

Member

646

Fellow

183

2,000

0

0

2020

2021

We also created the Member Insight Panel (MIP) in May 2021, a group of 1,000 members around
the world and across all grades who agreed to participate in shorter pieces of research on a
regular basis. The MIP took part in surveys on learning and development needs; engagement
with Branches; brand value; and CIArb’s policy work.
The way we position the CIArb brand is vital to success. It is important that we have a brand
that reflects what we do and why we do it and of course, resonates with our members. As
we work to achieve our three-year strategy, our brand consistency will be key to success. To
deliver this, in 2021 we began work on a new brand proposition which updates how we will talk
about ourselves and will also result in an updated logo in 2022.
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Digital marketing and engagement continue to play an important part in ensuring we are
communicating in a relevant way with our members. In 2021 we invested in developing our
presence on social media and improved our email communications.
Social media and website
Our social media following across the main platforms used by HQ increased to over 80,000, an
increase of 43% on the previous year. We continue to develop our social media presence by
testing our messaging, targeting and timing of posts.
Posts on social media:
Total fans & followers: 80,000

2,687 posts (including
YouTube videos)

Engagements: 33,500

LinkedIn

36.4%

Facebook

Twitter

increase

increase

9%

15.2%

End of 2020: 45,000 vs

End of 2020: 7,600 vs

End of 2020: 8,200 vs

Instagram

YouTube (views)

Website sessions

end of 2021: 61,000

end of 2021: 8,300

increase

end of 2021: 9,500

increase

increase

11%

5.34%

End of 2020: 1,300 followers vs

25,141 views; 31% increase in subscribers,

1 Jan 2021 – 31 Dec 2021

39.5%

end of 2021: 1,800 followers

615 videos uploaded; 2,500 hours of
watch time (64% increase on 2020)

17
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On the website, the number of users overall increased by 14.34% to 338,738, and the number
of new users increased by 14.36% to 331,346. There was a marginal increase of just under 1% in
average time on page. The bounce rate increased to 4.25% from 4.03%. Page views and unique
page views were marginally lower, 5.29% and 2.95% respectively.

Email campaigns
From our monthly eSolver newsletter and
our renewals communications, through to
promotions for courses and events, email
plays an important role in the way we
communicate with members and other
audiences.
In 2021, we adopted a continuous learning
approach to email campaigns, for example,
by testing email elements such as subject
lines and segmenting campaigns to send
tailored messaging to different audiences.
This approach is being carried through
to 2022 to ensure we continue to achieve
iterative improvements.

Content marketing
In 2021, we established and started
implementing the principles for content
marketing. For example, our adjudication
campaign was based on a series of webinars
and articles to drive awareness and
discussion of key topics within adjudication.
This resulted in a 72% increase in page views
of CIArb’s adjudication web pages.
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Events

Roebuck Lecture 2021
Hon Lady Justice Joyce Aluoch EBS CBS

CIArb’s events in 2021 were all delivered

MCIArb delivered a lecture titled ‘The impact

virtually, allowing CIArb to host inclusive

of Singapore Mediation Convention, both on

and accessible events for all our members.

mediation and arbitration’.

As the year progressed, we evolved our
online events capability with a particular
focus on content development, ensuring
we addressed our members’ expectations.
Equally, we wanted to ensure all our
members have equal access to our events,
which meant we planned them with different
time zones and different platforms in mind,
adding on-demand content to our events

Joyce Aluoch

and publishing recordings to our YouTube
channel. CIArb events attracted over 6,000
participants, with a further 5,000 views of

Adjudication webinar series

recordings.

The series was composed of three webinars:

• 25 years since the Housing Grants, 		

Event highlights

Construction and Regeneration Act: How
can adjudication continue to meet the

International Women’s Day 2021

needs of the construction sector?

• Low Value Adjudication: How can 		

Keynote speech delivered by Amanda J.
Lee FCIArb, titled ‘Children of the Revolution:

Adjudicator Nominating Bodies better

Boldly going towards new gender diversity

cater to smaller disputes?

• Beyond Construction: can adjudication

frontiers in international arbitration’. The
keynote was followed by a panel discussion,

be used more widely as a mechanism for

titled ‘Things

resolving disputes?

I did right’.
Mediation Symposium 2021
Mediation Symposium 2021 had 10 hours of

Amanda J. Lee

content over 12 hours in one day, making
it truly accessible to a global audience.
It focused on ‘Inclusion and exclusion
in mediation: Choosing to challenge?’.
Participants from 48 countries were able
to engage with two keynote speeches, five
panel discussions, 10 networking breaks and
11 on-demand lectures, all delivered by 48
speakers from 21 countries.
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Alexander Lecture 2021

International Student Open Day

The Alexander Lecture 2021 was delivered by

Law Graduate Students and LLM Students

Wendy Miles QC FCIArb from the UN Climate

were invited to join CIArb for our first

Change Conference UK 2021. The lecture

International Student Open Day. During this

focused on ADR, sustainability and climate

online event, they heard from practising

change and was entitled ‘International

international dispute resolution lawyers,

Arbitration and Sustainable Investment:

experienced arbitrators and mediators.

Facilitator or Foe?’.
Mediation Tech Tracker
The focus of the mediation-specific offering

Wendy Miles

was the development of a series of 10
webinars on a range of issues surrounding
mediation and technology. Using LinkedIn as
the primary portal, this series increased our
exposure and profile in the mediation specific
space and attracted a total of 537 viewers.
The focus on technology arose out of the
recognition that Covid-19 caused a massive
and unexpected shift to online mediation,

DAS Convention 2021

creating both need and motivation to

The Dispute Appointment Service (DAS)

engage with the subject.

Convention 2021 focused on the theme
‘Catalyst for Change: How ADR can Facilitate
the Global Sustainability Transition’. Over
seven hours of programme was delivered
by 22 speakers and included four panel
discussions, two networking breaks and a
Q&A with the CIArb DAS team.
YMG ADR World Tour 2021
CIArb’s Young Members Group hosted a
series of 23 webinars over 11 weeks with 140
panellists from 60 countries. The YMG World
Tour, entitled ‘Arbitration and Mediation as
a Global Force for Good’ highlighted the
unique importance and efficiency ADR plays
in allowing the world’s economy to remain
operative during times of great economic
uncertainty.
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Roberto Oliva MCIArb
Partner, Pavia e Ansaldo law
firm (Milan, Italy) – Honorary
Secretary, CIArb European
Branch Committee

Accreditation and Membership with the Chartered
Institute of Arbitrators are most rewarding. CIArb
is one of the best places to look for ADR and it
opened my learning and networking opportunities
on a global scale. Using the CIArb post-nominals
reflects (and informs clients and peers of) my
commitment to lifelong learning and to the
strictest standards of quality and ethics.
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3.2. Education
We have continued to provide full virtual
training and centralised online assessments

Participants said:

throughout 2021, with over 5,000 people being
trained by CIArb globally in 2021.

“CIArb Virtual Diploma Course 2021 was
a tremendous success, and I thoroughly

Following the pilot Diploma in International

enjoyed every minute spent in its sessions.

Maritime Arbitration led by Course Director

The Course Director, Professor Dr. Abdel

George Lambrou in 2020, and informed by

Wahab, was a source of infinite knowledge

lessons learnt, the CIArb Maritime Diploma

and experience in all aspects of the law

was delivered virtually starting in November

and practice of International Commercial

2021 with 16 participants from nine different

Arbitration. I would certainly recommend

jurisdictions.

the course to other persons wishing to delve
more deeply into the law and practice of
International Commercial Arbitration. Thank
you and best regards for a continuing series
of excellence at all levels of its delivery.”

Participants said:
“The Virtual Diploma in International
“A demanding but highly rewarding course,

Commercial Arbitration has shown to

expertly conducted, with sessions presented

have clear objectives and vision for the

by practitioners highly experienced in the

candidates of which I am one. Topics,

field.”

discussions and one-on-one meetings per
candidate were well-managed and struck a

“A deep dive into the world of maritime

great balance between theory and practice.

arbitration supported by leading

Given the current global challenge, the online

practitioners who have forgotten more than

set up bridged the gap with the properly

you will ever know about the topic. Not to be

executed portal, course materials and

missed.”

learning methods proffered by CIArb. Each
topic was delivered in a direct, clear and

The CIArb Diploma in International

insightful manner. I specifically appreciate

Commercial Arbitration, led by Professor

how the instructors were very inclusive in this

Mohamed Abdel Wahab, ran twice, virtually,

extensive, challenging yet engaging course.

in 2021, involving 28 candidates from 21

The support and excellent communication

different jurisdictions in March, and 32

were felt by the candidates. It has been

candidates from 23 different jurisdictions

rewarding, flexible, impactful and a worthy

in September.

course to take. It has been a great honour to
be a part of this course for batch 2021.”
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Over 200 participants registered on

The tutors were excellent and went to great

Module 1 in International Arbitration at HQ,

lengths to explain the nuances involved.”

making this course the most attended CIArb
virtual training in 2021.

The virtual training classroom and online
assessment platforms supported Branches
to continue and/or resume training provision
after the challenges experienced in 2020
due to Covid-19. Branches have been able

Participants said:

to deliver both virtual and face-to-face
training and 95 courses (of which 67 virtual

“CIArb Module 1 in International Arbitration

and 28 face-to-face) ran at Branches in 2021

skilfully encompasses the complexity of

compared to 76 in 2020.

the topic, including the overriding pillars,
differences in law, procedure, right down to

Partnership work also continued in 2021.

the practical elements you need to know to

More than 450 people were trained on

arbitrate. Our class included people from

the Pathway in International Arbitration in

at least four continents, so you get a truly

Arabic and in English at the Saudi Centre

international perspective.”

for Commercial Arbitration (SCCA). An
agreement was entered into with the

“I woke up at 4am to attend and it actually

University of Law under which Module 1

energised me for the day towards my goals.

International Arbitration module has been

I am truly grateful for the comprehensive

embedded into the university curriculum

course materials that were provided and all

to allow successful students to join CIArb

the global insights on arbitration practices

as Members. CIArb-IFLA training (Institute

that were shared. I am excited, inspired and I

of Family Law Arbitrators) has also been

am now looking forward to the next module,

held virtually twice in 2021, and the CIArb

and ultimately becoming an arbitrator via

accreditation scheme grew to include 35

this prestigious international centre – CIArb.”

providers across the entire globe in 2021. A
more strategic approach based on regional

Over 50 people have been trained to be

member growth trends and analysis will be

CIArb-accredited mediators in 2021, with

taken in 2022 to identify key stakeholders by

positive feedback provided on the training:

region.

“Excellent Faculty, interesting skills session, an

CIArb and Omnia Strategy collaborated on a

array of cases which were both challenging

pro-bono three-day course on ‘Succeeding

and interesting. Course material was well

in Arbitration for State Advocates’ from

presented and the handbook very well

around the world as well as on a seminar

structured.”

on Investor-State Mediation. The CIArb
professional development course

“CIArb conducted an excellent online course
on Mediation. Course content was excellent.
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‘A Guide to Arbitration Award Writing’ has

both ADR as an overall area of professional

seen over 160 enrolments in 2021.

practice and each individual ADR discipline.

Around 4,000 people took CIArb centralised

The ADR competence framework, and

assessments in 2021 compared to 2,600

the approach to the development of the

people in 2020. Continuous quality

other frameworks, were approved and

improvements have been implemented to

development will continue in 2022, with

the assessment system to guarantee the

consultation across the CIArb faculty,

quality standards of CIArb qualifications

membership and stakeholders built into the

globally. We have started collecting

development process. These frameworks will

customers’ satisfaction feedback on HQ

provide clarity for ADR users, professionals

training since September 2021. There is still

and learners on what is expected from ADR

limited data available; however, satisfaction

professionals and what they should expect of

scores have been between ‘good’ and

themselves.

‘excellent’ for HQ courses which started in
September 2021.

This reform will facilitate a much greater level
of consistency across the disciplines and

Introducing Competence Frameworks

clarity on what is required to demonstrate
the different levels of CIArb membership,

2021 saw the first steps in a process of

through both the education and experience

developing clarity and consistency for those

pathways. It will also lead to a process of

wanting to join CIArb and those progressing

re-evaluation around how membership

through our pathway training.

pathway courses are structured and taught,
to ensure there is consistent evaluation in

In line with best practice in the medical and

both skills and knowledge across all three

legal professions, CIArb will be introducing

disciplines.

competence frameworks. These will cover
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3.3. Policy and External Affairs

participated as observers in the drafting of a
proposed Code of Conduct for Adjudicators

CIArb policy focus was underpinned by

and offered results of member research

our three pillars: access to justice; equality,

while advising states to limit a proposed

diversity and inclusivity; and technology and

ban on double hatting due to the extreme

digital.

negative effect it could have on diversity in
the field.

On access to justice, we responded to the
Ministry of Justice’s call for evidence on

On technology and digital, CIArb prepared

dispute resolution in England and Wales. In

the new Practice Guideline on the Use of

our 17-page submission, we stressed how

Technology in International Arbitration. Ben

ADR can play a significant role in improving

Giaretta C.Arb FCIArb noted that, “the central

access to justice. CIArb welcomed the UK Civil

idea in the Guideline will no doubt remain,

Justice Council (CJC) report on the legality

that technology can improve our lives and

and desirability of compulsory ADR. CIArb

our ways of working in dispute resolution,

recognised it as a positive endorsement

provided we are aware of its limitations and

of the role of mediation and other forms of

not blinded by our own enthusiasms”.

ADR can play in providing access to justice.
Other successes included:

We also launched the updated Mediation in
Arbitration Professional Practice Guideline
offering parties guidance in tailoring hybrid

During May, the European Commission

procedures to their disputes while increasing

issued a recommendation that both the

efficiency and ensuring effective outcomes.

Parliament and the Council should vote
to block the UK’s accession to the 2007

On equality, diversity and inclusivity, we

Lugano Convention as a third-party country.

welcomed those who expressed their interest

Catherine Dixon, CIArb Director General,

in being considered an Arbitrator under

commenting on the news, said:

the new UK-EU Trade and Cooperation
Agreement (TCA) dispute mechanism.

“Whilst we are disappointed with the EU

Furthermore, in a bid to help new up-and-

Commission’s recommendation, it is

coming arbitrators break into the field, CIArb

important to recognise that there are other

in collaboration with Fox Williams held the

options which ensure effective enforcement

6th Fox Williams’ Vis Pre-Moot, which hosted

across the EU. Arbitration and other forms

more than 100 students from across the

of ADR increasingly offer parties flexibility

world and enabled them to gain first-hand

and ensure SME’s, which did benefit from the

experience.

Lugano Convention, can continue to have
effective access to justice within the UK and

In addition to this, CIArb had ongoing

across the EU”.

involvement in UNCITRAL WG III where we
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CIArb became a formal supporter of the

Professional Practice Manager Kateryna

Net Zero Lawyers Alliance, to ensure CIArb is

Honcharenko MCIArb.

playing a pro-active role in ensuring climate
change, a net zero world and a just green

Throughout the year, CIArb has maintained

transition are at the forefront of our policy

strong working relationships with a

making decisions. CIArb Director-General

plethora of groups around the world,

Catherine Dixon said:

including, LegalUK, Fox Williams, the All-Party
Parliamentary Group for Alternative Dispute

“Our support for the Net Zero Lawyers

Resolution and many others. CIArb also

Alliance demonstrates our commitment to

worked with the Ministry of Justice on the

supporting the ADR community to tackle net

English Arbitration Act 1996, by supporting

zero, not only through how we operate, but as

them to review the Act and see what

a strategic enabler to facilitating sustainable

updates are needed. This work will continue

investment and making green infrastructure

in 2022 with our ongoing relationship with the

projects possible.”

Law Commission.

The CIArb and the British Virgin Islands’

CIArb also worked with the Law Commission

International Arbitration Centre (BVI IAC)

in England on a review of the Arbitration Act

signed a Memorandum of Understanding

1996. This work will continue in 2022.

to promote international ADR. Francois
Lassalle, Chief Executive Officer of the BVI

Throughout the year, CIArb has maintained

IAC, remarked, “The BVI IAC will continue to

strong working relationships with a plethora

look favourably on the CIArb post-nominal

of groups around the world, including our

qualification in recruiting new Panelists and

own Branches and chapters, LegalUK, Fox

we look forward to the BVI IAC’s continued

Williams, the All-Party Parliamentary Group

collaboration with CIArb within the region”.

for Alternative Dispute Resolution and many
others. CIArb also worked with the Ministry

CIArb attended the 73rd session of United

of Justice on the English Arbitration Act

Nations Commission on International Trade

1996, by supporting them to review the Act

Law (UNCITRAL) Working Group II, held

and see what updates are needed. This

virtually on 22-26 March 2021. During this

work will continue in 2022 with our ongoing

session, the Working Group completed its

relationship with the Law Commission.

mandate to develop an expedited arbitration
procedure for use with the regular UNCITRAL

2021 saw the formation of a number of new

Commercial Arbitration Rules. CIArb is a long-

Specialist Groups tasked with leading CIArb’s

time participating Observer in WG II and was

initiatives in a number of different areas, from

represented at this session by then CIArb

sustainability to technology. The work of these

President Ann Ryan Robertson C.Arb FCIArb,

groups is now properly underway in 2022 and

Head of Arbitration Professional Practice,

we will report on their progress in due course.

Mercy McBrayer FCIArb and Arbitration
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In May 2021, Bryan J. Branon joined CIArb as

administration of the arbitration service and

the Regional Relationship Manager, based in

recommending suitable CIArb-accredited

Miami. He is the first staff member based in

arbitrators to the PCA for appointment in

the Americas, and he has made great strides

each eligible case under the terms of the

in expanding CIArb’s focus on the Americas.

Pubs Code.

3.4. Dispute Appointments Service

A collaborative project was launched
between Joint Contracts Tribunal (JCT)

CIArb was awarded a contract as the

and the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators

Arbitration Referral Service for the Pubs Code

(CIArb), who produced the first Dispute

Adjudicator (PCA).

Adjudication Board (DAB) Rules for use with
the JCT Design & Build Contract and Major

This new development sees the CIArb Dispute

Project Construction Contract forms.There is

Appointment Service team overseeing

an extract available online.

full end-to-end management and

Number of cases 2020 vs 2021
2020

Arbitration

Adjudication

56

59

2021

117

74

Mediation

Expert Determination

2

1
6

3

Total cases received in 2020 = 137 cases
Total cases received in 2021 = 181 cases
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I joined CIArb in 2018. I work here because I am
an arbitration lawyer and I believe strongly in the
private international dispute resolution system
and its vital importance in underpinning the
rule of law in global civil society. I had been a
member of CIArb for several years before joining,
so it was a dream come true for me when I had
the chance to be a part of the CIArb executive.
I help our members as an in house subject
matter expert in arbitration and ADR law and
through maintaining a global awareness of the
issues that effect the practice of international
arbitration and ADR. I engage directly with other
stakeholders in the industry to help focus CIArb’s
thought leadership on the most relevant and
pressing issues globally. My goal is to be aware
of and inform members and practitioners about
developments in arbitrationand ADR
law and to provide them reliable
resources to use in their own
practices, wherever in the
world they may be.
Mercy McBrayer FCIArb
Head of Arbitration

Professional Practice
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3.5. Information Technology

our Membership Platform (CRM) and we
continue our move to ‘the Cloud’.

Last year, we identified key technology
opportunities and challenges at CIArb,

The project management office (PMO), is

explained in our Information Technology

supporting other areas of the business,

(IT) roadmap. We submitted the roadmap

upgrading the Finance System and LMS

for approval and funding to the Board of

(learning management system), and helping

Trustees and a multi-year improvement

key programmes including development of

programme was approved.

our Brand and Brand Value, our Governance
Reform and in education and training our

We progressed our roll-out of laptop and

Competency Framework.

other mobile technology to ensure all
employees could work as effectively from

Technology continued rolling out through

home as the office in light of Covid-19

the year, including deployments of “Zoho

disruptions and also to enable flexible

Projects” to support better planning activities,

working.

“Server monitoring tools” to help us be more
pro-active with our server management,

Working from home, and the subsequent

and finally, we deployed a new software

hybrid working culture, brings new

based telephone system that helps us

challenges to IT. Most of us are familiar with

meet the requirements and conditions for

Zoom, Teams and other video/telephony/

a hybrid working environment. As next year

collaboration technology, so we need to

progresses, we will continue to deploy more

ensure our Firewall and Security Posture

technology services into the Cloud, making

are up to date with the latest software and

them easier to access from anywhere, to be

best practice. We continue to expand our

more flexible with better security and all as

two-factor and multi-factor authentication

part of our “Digital First” journey.

deployment keeping our data safe. With the
outbreak of war in Ukraine, our Cyber Security
will continue to be a key risk that we manage
and keep under constant review.
Our IT roadmap will be key to our
improvements. A Project Management Office
(PMO) is in place for management and

control of CIArb key projects using Monday.
com, that provides increased visibility and
control and replaces Zoho projects. Key
projects include replacing and upgrading
our website, our Member Portal (My CIArb),
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3.6. People

Intranet
The launch of a new Intranet was a great
milestone for CIArb and our commitment
to ensure clear communication across the
organisation. The platform is now live and is
going through further development offering
broader functionality to staff. Information and
file sharing is made far more user friendly
and accessible.

Apprenticeship Programme
People HR Platform
We have successfully introduced this exciting
programme and, as a result, CIArb currently

Our continued growth requires agility in the

employs four apprentices in our Finance

way we work. To that end, our People HR

and IT and Digital Transformation teams.

platform is under ongoing development

Hiring an apprentice is a productive and

to ensure automation of processes,

effective way to grow talent and develop a

accuracy and productivity is at its best. Our

motivated, skilled and qualified workforce. It

onboarding process is now fully automated,

also allows us to tailor training according to

and feedback collected from new joiners

our organisational needs.

supports its effectiveness. Automation allows
the team to focus on value added initiatives.

Employee Wellbeing
Insights Profiling
As part of our ongoing focus on employee
wellbeing, we have successfully trained

All members of the Senior Leadership Team

13 Mental Health First Aiders across the

have undertaken INSIGHTS psychometric

organisation. Having staff trained in Mental

tests. This is the start of an organisation-

Health First Aid empowers them to offer and

wide programme that will facilitate better

others to seek support in the workplace.

understanding of dynamics between

It also brings the topic of mental health

individuals and improve communication

wellbeing into day-to-day operations helping

across the organisation.

with productivity and overall employee
wellbeing.

Investors in people

The ongoing programme of wellbeing events

We retained our investors in People status,

continued. This included both physical

recognising commitment to our people.

activities and understanding personal
finances workshops as well as in person or
virtual team/organisation events.
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Looking forward
to 2022
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Building on the progress and success that

Building in flexibility through developing the

CIArb made in the first year of our new

competence framework based on learning

strategy in 2021, we are continuing CIArb’s

outcomes, we will give our faculty flexibility

transformation to ensure we can continue

about how they deliver our training. We

to deliver for our members and achieve our

will also develop and implement a series

charitable objective.

of mini courses/continued professional
development (CPD/CLE) targeted at

It is recognised that the external environment

supporting our members and developing

will continue to be challenging. Economic

their expertise. When appropriate, we will

challenges posed by the Covid-19 pandemic

aim to work with partners to improve and

and geopolitical issues will inevitably have an

increase the value of our member offer.

impact on our members’ practices.
Enhancing our member offer by developing
With this in mind, we will aim to strengthen

a focused value proposition which results in

and define what CIArb stands for and

member growth and, over time, increased

develop our member offer further. We will

levels of retention. This will include continued

be clear on how membership of CIArb has a

research into what our members want, (in

positive impact on careers.

each category of membership), identifying
partners who can offer relevant products,

CIArb will focus on:

exploring reciprocal relationships with other
membership organisations and approaching

Delivering our revised brand which will be

global institutions to promote CIArb

implemented in 2022, encompassing

members’ competencies, thereby increasing

how we talk about ourselves, as well as

the ability for our members to access panels.

a refreshed visual identity. We will set out
Committing to a marketing and

clearly what we do and why we do it. We will
highlight our values and how we connect

communication strategy together with

and support members at every step of

an implementation plan. This will include a

their ADR journey. This work will be phased

focus on the implementation of a refreshed

in towards the end of 2022 and impact all

brand across all of our communications.

external and internal touchpoints.

We will begin to develop and design a new
website to improve our members’ experience

The ADR competence framework, which will

in terms of self-service as well as ensuring

be further developed in 2022 as well

more relevant and more engaging content.

as the reform of our education and training

Building on the new insight and data we have

courses. The framework will enable clarity

about our members, we will aim to segment

for ADR users, professionals and learners on

them based on their career stage so we can

what is expected from ADR professionals

support their career progression and ensure

and what they should expect of themselves.

we remain relevant to them throughout.

This reform will facilitate a much greater level
of consistency across the disciplines.
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We will also continue to review our

less paperwork and more automation and

pricing strategy to make sure it is fair and

reusing of information we already know.

equitable and assists us and our members in

All of this not only adds up to a better

incentivising progression.

experience inside and outside CIArb but will
also greatly aid our sustainability efforts and

Our new events strategy, which has

help us to do the right thing for the planet

laid the foundation of event design for the

too.

future, which will incorporate accessibility,
inclusivity, and sustainability for all our

Our data strategy will enable us to make

events. Looking ahead, CIArb’s events will

informed decisions through the effective

explore different hybrid formats, ensuring our

use of accurate data and help to identify the

events are audience-led and part of a wider

additional data we need to better deliver for

organisational strategy.

our members.

We are improving communication and

Improving our business processes will

collaborative working with Branches,

ensure we are operating efficiently, mapping

which will include being clear about our

these processes to ensure we can effectively

expectations, about what Branches deliver

integrate with and automate our IT solutions.

and supporting Branches to deliver for our
A CRM (customer relationship

members. We will use MSTeams and other IT
solutions to improve communication

management) solution is being worked on

and engagement and the dissemination

with a preferred supplier. This will enable us

of information to Branches, establishing

to deliver more relevant, timely content to

effective two-way communication. This

members.

will also include engaging several regional
relationship managers to work on a regional

We are progressing the next stage of our

basis developing CIArb regionally and

Investors in People development through

working closely with our Branches.

implementing blended working, supporting
volunteers, developing our training and

Soon we will see a better website and

support to staff, improving performance

Member Portal (My CIArb) and a much

management and embedding values.

improved, easier to use Customer
Relationship platform. We will see more

We are establishing a system for ensuring

digital online improvements reaching our

global reach on policy issues which will

Branches and right across the CIArb family.

include undertaking relevant research.

Our mobile technologies, in partnership
with the cloud-provided service, will bring a

Our governance reforms will ensure

better and more consistent level of service

that good governance enables us to deliver

to CIArb. You will see fewer spreadsheets,

our strategy.This will include amending
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constitutional documents and ensuring

so we can support their career progression

effective compliance across the organisation

and ensure we remain relevant to them

through the embedding of risk management.

throughout. We will also continue to review

Building on the new insight and data we

our pricing strategy to make sure it is fair and

have about our members, we will aim to

equitable and assists us and our members in

segment them based on their career stage

incentivising progression.
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Governance
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Trustees

Middle East/Indian Sub-continent Region

Africa Region

Prof. Dr Mohamed Abdel Wahab MCIArb

Dr David Kariuki Muigua, Ph.D, LLM, LLB (Hons),

Officers and Senior Managers of CIArb

Nrb; Dip. Law (K.S.L), FCPS (k),
FCIArb C.Arb

President

Americas Region

•
•

Amb. (r) David Huebner C.Arb, FCIArb

Ann Ryan Robertson LLM, JD Attorney,
C.Arb, FCIArb (2021) (a, b)
Jane Gunn, FCIArb (2022)

(HonoraryTreasurer from 1 January 2021 (c))
Chairman of Board of Management
Australasia Region
Caroline Kenny QC, C.Arb, FCIArb

•
•

East Asia Region

Director General

Paul Barrett, East Asia LLB (Hons), FCIArb

C Dixon LLB (Hons), MBA, MCIArb,

Marion Smith QC, FCIArb (a, b)
Marcus Cato FCIArb

Solicitor (b)
Europe Region
Membership of Boards and Committees
Dr Theophile Margellos MCIArb, from
a.

1 January 2021

Non-Voting Member of Board of 		
Trustees (ex officio)

b.

Great Britain Region

•
•
•
•
•

Member of Board of Management
(ex officio)		

Marion Smith QC, FCIArb

c.

Member of Audit Committee

Jonathan Wood LLB (Hons), Solicitor,
FCIArb (Chair)

Principal and Registered Office

Lucy Greenwood C.Arb, FCIArb
Andrew Miller QC FCIArb

12 Bloomsbury Square, London, WC1A 2LP

Richard Barnes FCIArb (Resigned

United Kingdom

8 February 2022)
Banker
Ireland Region
HSBC Bank plc. 165 Fleet Street London EC4A
Arran Dowling Hussey B.A., M.Econ.Sc., LL.M.,

2DY

FCIArb, Barrister
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Solicitors

In 2021, the Board had five representatives
from the members living in the ‘Great Britain’

Bircham Dyson Bell LLP,

region and seven representatives from the

50 Broadway London SW1H 0BL

members living in each of the following
regions of the world: Africa, Americas,

Auditor

Australasia, Europe (excluding Ireland and
Great Britain as defined), East Asia, Ireland

Moore Kingston Smith LLP,

(both Northern Ireland and the Republic of

9 Appold Street, London, EC2A 2AP

Ireland) and the Middle East/ Indian subcontinent.

Investment Managers
Membership of the Board of Trustees is
Newton Investment Management

restricted to Fellows and Members of CIArb.

BNY Mellon Centre, 160 Queen Victoria Street

The term of office of a Trustee is four years

London EC4V 4LA

and no Trustee may serve for more than
two successive terms. Half of the elected

Ruffer LLP

Trustees retire by rotation every two years

80 Victoria Street, London SW1E 5JL

but may offer themselves for re-election
provided that if they were re-elected, they

Structure, Governance and Management

would not serve as a Trustee for more than
eight continuous years. Any Trustee who has

CIArb is a registered charity in England and

served for eight consecutive years may not

Wales, registration number 803725. It was

offer themselves for re-election until at least

formed in 1915, incorporated on 8th April

two years have elapsed from the expiry of

1923, and granted a Royal Charter on 6th

their last term of office. The President is a

February 1979. It became a charitable body

non-voting ex officio member of the Board

on 19th July 1990. A revised Royal Charter

of Trustees.

and Byelaws were approved by members
at an Extraordinary General Meeting on

Elections to the Board of Trustees are

28th October 2004 and became fully

managed by the Executive. Successful

effective on 28th February 2005 with further

candidates assume office on 1 January in

amendments in August 2013. CIArb as a

the year following their election. All new

registered charity is managed by a Board

Trustees participate in an induction and

of Trustees constituted in accordance

onboarding process to inform them of

with the Royal Charter and Byelaws and in

the operations of CIArb and their specific

accordance with Regulations approved by

fiduciary responsibilities as Trustees of a

the Board of Trustees. Membership of the

charitable body. The elected members of

Board of Trustees is by regional elections.

the Board of Trustees elect one of their own

The Board of Trustees is elected by the

number, on an annual basis, to act as Chair

members of CIArb and normally numbers

of the Board of Trustees.

not more than fourteen members of CIArb.
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Trustees receive training on relevant matters

the provision of their services as Trustees,

that might arise from changes within the

save only for the payment of expenses

Charities Commission and other requests

properly incurred.

from the Trustees or its committees.
The Board of Trustees has the power to make,
Due to the ongoing implications of the

amend or revoke such Regulations and rules

Covid-19 Pandemic, the Board of Trustees

as it considers necessary for the governance

met virtually in 2021. The Trustees were in

and the efficient management of CIArb,

regular contact with each other by telephone

provided that any such Regulations or rules

or electronic means throughout the year

are consistent with the articles of the Charter

and decisions can be, and were, made

and the Byelaws.

electronically.
The Board of Management, which met three
All the powers and the strategic policies of

times in 2021, consisted of 15 members,

CIArb are vested in the Board of Trustees.

including at least one Trustee (usually the

The management and control of all its

Honorary Treasurer), a Chair appointed

affairs is exercised by it, except insofar as

by the Board of Trustees, the President,

such management or control is required to

the Chair of the Practice and Standards

be exercised by the members of CIArb in

Committee, the Chair of the Education

General Meeting or at a Congress, or if the

and Membership Committee, the Chair

Board of Trustees is of the opinion that any

of the Panels Management Group, the

of its functions, duties and/or responsibilities

Chair of the Young Members Group, the

could be more efficiently carried out by

Director General and such otherTrustees,

delegating it to the Board of Management

members of CIArb and Executive Officers

and/or to other Committees and/Director

as the Board of Trustees shall determine.

General of CIArb. It may delegate that

In November 2021, as part of the ongoing

function, duty and/or responsibility,

governance reform, the Board of Trustees

accordingly, provided that:

decided that the Board of Management
will be disbanded in its current form

(a)

any such delegation is in accordance

and reconstituted in the form of three

with the provisions of the Byelaws,

subcommittees of the Board of Trustees

and

namely, the Finance Committee, Governance
and Nominations Committee and a newly

(b)

nothing shall be taken to permit 		

constituted Audit and Risk Committee. The

the Board of Trustees to abrogate

Board undertook to recruit to these new

its functions, duties and/or

committees following a skills audit with a

responsibilities or any of its trusts.

view to ensuring that the new committees
had the requisite skills and diversity to

The individual Trustees are not entitled

support the Board to discharge its fiduciary

to receive any remuneration for the

duties.

performance of any duties or services or for
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These new and re-constititued committees

The Board of Trustees has the power to

were created, fully recruited to and

establish, maintain and/or close Branches

operational in 2022.

to benefit from members’ knowledge of
the area in which they practice and to

The Board of Management shall be made

improve contact with potential users of

up as required of no more than 15 individuals

ADR processes. Details of Branch results

from the Finance, Nominations and

are shown in note 20 to the accompanying

Governance, and Audit and Risk Committees,

financial statements. There are some

including the Chair, when needed. The Board

jurisdictions where it is either required or

of Management will meet in 2022 on a need

beneficial for a Branch to be incorporated.

basis.

These incorporated Branches appear in
the Consolidated Balance Sheet but do not

The operational management of CIArb

appear in the Parent Undertaking Balance

is delegated to the Director General who

Sheet.

leads the Executive and Senior Management
team, whose role is that of Chief Executive.

In addition to the incorporated Branches

The remuneration of the Director General

CIArb has, for reasons of governance or

is set annually each year by the Chair of

financial efficiency, four wholly-owned

the Board of Trustees and the Honorary

subsidiaries:

Treasurer. When setting the remuneration of

• 12 Bloomsbury Square Limited: to provide

the other members of the Executive during
the preparation of the annual budget for

facilities for ADR hearings, conferences,

approval by the Board of Trustees, the

training and other events;

Director General, the Director of Finance,

• Arbitration Services Limited: to collect

and the Director of People and Development

sponsorship income for CIArb events;

consult salary surveys provided by
recruitment companies to ensure we offer

• City Disputes Panel Limited: to supply 		

salaries which are competitive to retain and/

conflict resolution solutions targeted to

or recruit good quality staff.

the City of London financial services 		
industry (now dormant); and

CIArb has 42 Branches globally. Branches
are run by volunteer Branch committees

• Independent Dispute Resolution Services:

which are elected by Branch members.
Some Branches have also established local

to provide services for the avoidance,

Chapters to enable more members to get

management and/or resolution of 		

involved locally. Branch assets mainly consist

complaints and disputes (now dormant).

of cash deposited with banks.
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I joined CIArb 36 years ago working in our
Arbitration Department as it was then. I then
moved into Membership and now I am in
the Finance Team. Being part of a successful
organisation and living their values. I am
a strong communicator and have built up
over the years a good relationship with our
members. I am very knowledgeable about
the workings of CIArb and its rules and these
help me in my everyday role and guide other
members of staff.
Lisa Mulholland
Membership Records Executive
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Statement of Trustees’ Responsibilities

The Trustees are responsible for keeping
proper accounting records that disclose

The Trustees are responsible for preparing

with reasonable accuracy at any time the

the Trustees’ Annual Report and the financial

financial position of the charity and enable

statements in accordance with applicable

them to ensure that the financial statements

law and United Kingdom Accounting

comply with the Charities Act 2011, the Charity

Standards (United Kingdom Generally

(Accounts and Reports) Regulations 2008

Accepted Accounting Practice).

and the provisions of the Royal Charter and
Byelaws. The Board are also responsible for

The law applicable to charities in England

safeguarding the assets of the charity and

& Wales requires the Trustees to prepare

hence for taking reasonable steps for the

financial statements for each financial year

prevention and detection of fraud and other

which give a true and fair view of the situation

irregularities.

of the charity and of the incoming resources
and application of resources of the charity

The Board of Trustees is responsible for the

for that period. In preparing these financial

maintenance and integrity of the charity and

statements, the trustees are required to:

financial information included on the charity’s
website. Legislation in the United Kingdom

a.

select suitable accounting policies

governing the preparation and dissemination

and then apply them consistently;

of financial statements may differ from
legislation in other jurisdictions.

b.

observe the methods and 		
principles in the Charities SORP;

The Board of Trustees has overall
responsibility for ensuring that CIArb has an

c.

make judgments and estimates 		

appropriate system of controls, financial

that are reasonable and prudent;

and otherwise, which will provide reasonable
assurance that:

d.

state whether applicable 			
accounting standards have been

a.

followed, subject to any material

CIArb is operating efficiently and
effectively;

departures disclosed and explained
in the financial statements;

b.

its assets are safeguarded against
unauthorised use or disposition;

e.

prepare the financial statements
on the going concern basis unless

c.

proper records are maintained 		

it is inappropriate to presume 		

and the financial information used

that the charity will continue in 		

within CIArb is reliable;

business.
d.

CIArb complies with relevant laws
and regulations.
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Principal Risks Identification and Management
The risks to which CIArb are exposed are monitored on a regular basis by the Executive
together with the appropriate action taken to minimise any disruption to the effectiveness of
CIArb’s work. This is reported to the Audit and Risk Committee (ARC), which in turn report to
the Board of Trustees which has ultimate responsibility for managing risk. The principal risks,
uncertainties and safeguards include:

Risk or uncertainty

Safeguard or mitigation

IT Infrastructure

• Imposing professional IT organisation, 		

and controls
(Failure Systems & Networks)

standards, training and IT Governance

• Maintaining Cyber Security accreditation(s)
• Improving Cyber Security posture, including 		
penetration testing and regular software 		
patching

• Continue management and board status 		
reporting

• Continuous improvement of our Business 		
Continuity Plans

Effective Health and

• Regular independent reviews by subject 		

Safety Management

experts of our multi-disciplined H&S posture

(including Covid-19)

and action as needed

• Embedding H&S best practice, policies and 		
training

• Adjustable office practices for flexible working
(Covid-19)

• Budgeted maintenance and support cycle 		
(ongoing)

• Regular testing of H&S systems and sub-systems
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People
(Organisational growth
and efficiency)

• Continue staff and leadership development 		
programmes

• Continue the regular all staff and drop-in 			
sessions with the Director General and 			
regular staff events at least quarterly

• Continue Insight and well-being programmes 		
in place

• Continue flexible working policy
(Retention post Covid-19)

• Embedding our values and behaviours
across CIArb

Member Experience
and Service
(loss of income)

• Continue to define member offer and rules 		
enforcement

• Continue business development planning 		
including the appointment of regional relationship
managers, globally

• Continue attraction and retention planning 		
including Competency Framework and Education
reform

• provide more effective payment methods 		
globally making it easier for members to pay

Education

• Review of training and implement education

(Maintaining the value

and training reform including the introduction of

of our training globally)

competency frameworks to maintain standards
and give flexibility to faculty delivering training

• Undertaking Market Research to develop 		
products to meet market needs.

• Revise quality assurance including regular 		
engagement and QA of faculty and practices
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Decision Making
(Culture of non-compliance)

• Continue to monitor and report any regulatory
non-compliance

• Develop compliance audits and continue regular
policy updates

• Continue Performance Management, Staff
• Staff handbook review and revision, training,
communication & staff intranet implementation

• Continue our performance management 		
approach

• Rolling out ‘insights’ to staff as well as leadership

Composition of
the Board of Trustees

• Governance Reform implementation
• Induction and on-boarding of new sub- 		
committees

• Review Regulations and Standing Committees’
terms of reference

• Constitutional change consultations with 		
members and Privy Council approval

Strategy Implementation

• Process in place for reporting progress against
annual plan, including financial forecasting, 		
performance and managing risk

• Enhance communication to Branches and 		
members

• Additional skills brought in to CIArb to close gaps
and provide management training as needed

• Improve IT systems and manage performance
vs budget

• Monthly Project Management Office reporting in
place for all ongoing projects and progress

• Continuously improving KPIs, monitor and 		
reporting
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Organisational Change
(Resource constraints,
|volume of work and
inter-dependencies)

• Formal Project Management Office in place and
professional project managers deployed

• Executive Level project steering group in place as
approval body for work sequencing and financials

• Executive sponsor for all key projects in place
• Change management training available for all
• Regular review of prioritisation, resources and
general change management ongoing

• Continuous improvement of change reporting,
with better KPIs and dashboarding

Relationships with
Governments and
Regulators

• External Affairs plan in development
• Continue ongoing schedule of meetings with
government

• Horizon scanning and planning in place
• Stakeholder engagement plan in development
• Policy team increasing scope to include 		
engagement with Branches worldwide, to 		
understand any jurisdictional issues

Relationships with

• Continue the multiple controls in place to 				

Governments and

administer, process and reporting of financial 			

Regulators

transactions

• Continue to ensure appropriate insurance in 			
place and regularly monitored for any required
change

• Continue regular budget holder review of 				
performance vs budget to ensure improved 			
forecasting quarterly

• Continue with existing controls in place for 				
delegation of authority including financial 				
approval levels and ensure this is reviewed regularly

• Continue cash-flow forecasting embedded 				
into all reporting including operational reserves 			
policy

• Continuous improvement cycle in place for policy, 			
accounts receivable and minimising human error
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Investments
CIArb’s Investments are managed with the objective of preserving and growing the invested
capital ahead of inflation without taking undue risk whilst generating a moderate degree of
income. CIArb invests with Newton’s Global Growth and Income Fund for Charities and Ruffer
LLP Charity Assets Trust Acc. Newton’s and Ruffer’s charges are taken from the capital of the
Fund. CIArb monitors the performance of the Fund.
Attendance at Board of Trustees Meetings in 2021
(Meetings held on 9 February, 9 & 10 June, 9 September and 10 & 11 November)

Name

Region

Attendance

Jonathan Wood (Chair) 				

Great Britain

		

4/4

Marion Smith QC (Vice Chair) 			

Great Britain

		

4/4

Richard Barnes					

Great Britain

		

3/4

Andrew Miller QC 					

Great Britain

		

4/4

Lucy Greenwood 					

Great Britain

		

4/4

Dr David Kariuki Muigua 				

Africa 		

		

4/4

Amb. (r.) David Huebner (Honorary Treasurer)

Americas 		

4/4

Caroline Kenny SC					

Australasia 		

4/4

Dr Theophile Margellos				

Europe 		

		

4/4

Paul Barrett 						

East Asia 			

4/4

Prof. Dr Mohamed Abdel Wahab 		

Middle East/Indian

4/4

							

Sub-Continent

Arran Dowling Hussey			

Ireland 		

Marcus Cato						

Ex Officio 		

							

(Chair of Board

						

of Management)

Ann Ryan Robertson				

Ex Officio (President)
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Financial Review

increase in the investment portfolio of
£116,702 and trading losses from CIArb wholly

Basis of Financial Statements

owned subsidiaries 12 Bloomsbury Square Ltd
of £198,324, Arbitration Services Ltd a loss of

The financial statements have been

£60 and a City Disputes Panel Ltd trading loss

prepared in accordance with the accounting

of £nil. The deficit from the branch operations

policies set out in notes to the accounts

includes a net translation gain of £19,985

and comply with the charity’s governing

relating to the net assets of international

document, the Charities Act 2011 and

branches.

Accounting and Reporting by Charities:
Statement of Recommended Practice

The Group’s principal sources of funding

applicable to charities preparing their

are membership subscriptions followed

accounts in accordance with the Financial

by the provision of education and training.

Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and

These funds are used to support the

Republic of Ireland.

achievement of CIArb’s overall objectives.
In 2021 membership subscriptions including

Review of transactions and financial

application fees increased 3% (2020: 7%

position of CIArb

decrease) to £4,713,728 while the number of
net members increased by 351 (2020: 941) to

The consolidated net assets of CIArb

16,881. Revenue from Education and Training

increased by £573,609 to £9,702,556. The

activities increased by 24% on the previous

Central operations surplus includes an

year (2020: 5% decrease) at £2,464,078.

Membership subscriptions for 2021 compared to 2020

2021

Actual

Budget

Variance

2020

Actual

Fellow

1,688,599

1,466,825

221,774

Fellow

1,572,099

1,572,099

30,099

Member

1,620,564

1,728,418 -107,854

Member

1,786,835

1,786,835

-30,165

864,593

804,756

59,837

Associate

809,948

809,948

-36,052

32,627

44,926

-12,299

Retired

43,508

43,508

-1,492

4,206,383 4,044,925

161,458

Total

4,212,390 4,250,000

-37,610

Associate
Retired
Total
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Scheme administration is presented in the

Education and Training and Governance

SOFA under ‘Appointment and scheme

meetings which were valued at £9,851 (2020:

administration fees’ which also includes

£50,931).

Presidential Appointments operated by
CIArb’s Dispute Appointment Service (“DAS”)

City Disputes Panel Ltd (“CDP”) had no net

and the schemes operated by certain

movements in 2021 and is now dormant. The

branches. Fees from all such sources

balance sheet for CDP shows a deficit of

totalled £121,032 (2020: £88,930) and is made

£95,300 and is considered by the Trustees

up of Headquarters £71,280 (2020: £55,643)

to be in material deficit. The balance relates

and branches £49,752 (2020: £33,287). Total

entirely to a loan from CIArb which has been

costs for this area of operations are £220,414

fully provided for.

(2020: £173,305).
The consolidated surplus for the year after
Revenue from the room hire company, 12

realised and unrealised investment losses

Bloomsbury Square Ltd, showed a decrease

and net translation losses, together with the

of 17% (2020: 84% decrease) on 2020 levels

accumulated balance at 31 December 2021

to £118,041. This figure does not include

are as shown below:

the rooms hired to the parent charity for

The restricted funds in the Kenya branch

CIArb’s investments are managed by

are amounts raised to fund the purchase of

Newton Investment Management and

property for the branch office.

Ruffer LLP. The investment takes the form
of dividend-paying shares in the Newton

In the consolidated Balance Sheet, tangible

Growth and Income Fund for Charities and

and intangible fixed assets increased in the

the Ruffer Charity Assets Trust Accumulation

year from £6,405,123 to £6,709,586. The net

Fund. The market value of investments

increase was related to depreciation and

increased by 7.3% to £1,715,897 from £1,599,195.

amortisation, with an amount of additional

The performance of the investments

purchases, mostly within buildings and

is closely monitored to ensure returns

software.

are commensurate for the risk and the
management fees – currently 0.6% and 1.0%
respectively – are good value for money.
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Investment value movement for 2019 and 2021
1,750,000

Three Year Investment’s Position

1,700,000
1,650,000
1,600,000
1,550,000
1,500,000
1,450,000
1,400,000
1,350,000
1,300,000

Jan

Mar

May

Jul

Sep Nov

Jan

Mar

May

2019

Jul

Sep Nov

Jan

Mar

2020

Reserves policy

May

Jul

Sep Nov

2021

Liquid Reserves are made up of the
investment portfolio which stood at £1,715,897

CIArb’s Board of Trustees has set a reserves
policy to balance the provision of sufficient

at the year end and central cash balances

liquid reserves to deal with an emergency

of £1,124,544 for a total of £2,840,340. Overall

situation without tying up CIArb funds

Reserves are the total of the net assets

unnecessarily. The reserves policy is as

excluding those of the branches (so the net

follows:

assets held by head office plus the UK trading
subsidiaries). These total £7,456,541.

(a) Liquid Reserves
Regular expenditure consists of the
The level of liquid reserves should be a

normal day to day expenditure of CIArb

minimum of three months’ worth of regular

and its operating subsidiaries. It excludes

expenditure, which for 2021 is budgeted as

exceptional items such as costs relating

£1,498,750.

to tribunals, international conferences and
other matters which do not recur annually.

(b) Overall Reserves
The current level of overall reserves complies
The level of overall reserves should be a

with this policy. The level of Liquid Reserves

minimum of six months’ worth of regular

including cash in hand at the year-end was

expenditure, which for 2021 is budgeted as

compliant with the policy.

£2,997,500.
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At times in the year when the cash balances

months’ worth of London HQ expenditure

at the London Headquarters (HQ) are low,

without having to affect the cash reserves

an overdraft facility is arranged with HSBC

held by the overseas branches.

such that the London HQ has access to
liquid resources (the investment portfolio +

The reserves policy is to be reviewed during

£300,000 overdraft facility) of at least three

2022.

Cash movements for CIArb and subsidiaries from 2017 to 2021
Combined 5 Year Cash Movement

3,500,000
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500,000

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Assets and Obligations
Re-appointment of the Auditor
The net assets of CIArb are available and
adequate to fulfil the obligations of CIArb.

A resolution proposing the re-appointment of
Moore Kingston Smith LLP as auditor to CIArb

Fundraising Disclosure

will be put to the Trustees.

CIArb does not undertake any fundraising. All

Signed on behalf of the Trustees:

fundraising income is generated by ASL and
stems from professional firms sponsoring
CIArb events.
Funds held as Custodian

Jonathan Wood

David Huebner

(Trustee)

(Trustee)

CIArb holds funds from time to time on behalf
of arbitrators and others as security for their
fees and costs. These funds originate from
the parties involved in the arbitration and are
kept by CIArb in a separate bank account
and are not mixed with its own funds.
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David E. Sharp FCIArb
Lawyer and Arbitrator,
North America

Fellowship gives me instant credibility
with arbitral institutions, practitioners,
and knowledgeable consumers of
arbitration services. Being a Fellow has
helped me make many new friends
and acquaintances in the North
America Branch and elsewhere in
the world. Having a global network of
knowledgeable, friendly ADR practitioners
to contact for assistance is a definite plus.
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Independent
Auditor’s
Report
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Independent Auditor’s Report to the Trustees

Basis for opinion

of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators for
the year ended 31 December 2021

We conducted our audit in accordance
with International Standards on Auditing

Opinion

(UK) (ISAs(UK)) and applicable law. Our
responsibilities under those standards

We have audited the financial statements

are further described in the Auditor’s

of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (the

Responsibilities for the audit of the financial

‘parent charity’) and its subsidiaries (the

statements section of our report. We are

‘group’) for the year ended 31 December 2021

independent of the charity in accordance

which comprise the Consolidated Statement

with the ethical requirements that are

of Financial Activities, the Consolidated

relevant to our audit of the financial

and Parent Undertaking Balance Sheet, the

statements in the UK, including the FRC’s

Consolidated and Parent Undertaking Cash

Ethical Standard, and we have fulfilled our

Flow Statement and Notes to the Financial

other ethical responsibilities in accordance

Statements, including a summary of

with these requirements. We believe that the

significant Accounting Policies. The financial

audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient

reporting framework that has been applied

and appropriate to provide a basis for our

in their preparation is applicable law and

opinion.

United Kingdom Accounting Standards,
Conclusions relating to going concern

including FRS 102 ‘The Financial Reporting
Standard Applicable in the UK and Republic
of Ireland’ (United Kingdom Generally

In auditing the financial statements, we

Accepted Accounting Practice).

have concluded that the trustees’ use of the
going concern basis of accounting in the

In our opinion the financial statements:

preparation of the financial statements is
appropriate.

• give a true and fair view of the state of
the group’s and the parent charity’s affairs

Based on the work we have performed,

as at 31 December 2021, and of the group’s

we have not identified any material

incoming resources and application of

uncertainties relating to events or conditions

resources, for the year then ended;

that, individually or collectively, may cast
significant doubt on the charity’s ability to

• have been properly prepared in 		

continue as a going concern for a period

accordance with United Kingdom 		

of at least twelve months from when the

Generally Accepted Accounting Practice;

financial statements are authorised for issue.

and

Our responsibilities and the responsibilities
of the trustees with respect to going concern

• have been prepared in accordance with

are described in the relevant sections of this

the requirements of the Charities Act 		

report.

2011.
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• the information given in the Trustees’ 		

Other information

Annual Report is inconsistent in any 		
The other information comprises the

material respect with the financial 		

information included in the annual report,

statements; or

other than the financial statements and our

• the parent charity has not kept adequate

auditor’s report thereon. The trustees are

accounting records; or

responsible for the other information. Our
opinion on the financial statements does

• the parent charity’s financial statements

not cover the other information and, except
to the extent otherwise explicitly stated in

are not in agreement with the accounting

our report, we do not express any form of

records and returns; or

assurance conclusion thereon.

• we have not received all the information

Our responsibility is to read the other

and explanations we required for our 		

information and, in doing so, consider

audit.

whether the other information is materially
Responsibilities of trustees

inconsistent with the financial statements
or our knowledge obtained in the audit
or otherwise appears to be materially

As explained more fully in the trustees’

misstated. If we identify such material

responsibilities statement set out above, the

inconsistencies or apparent material

trustees are responsible for the preparation

misstatements, we are required to determine

of the financial statements and for being

whether there is a material misstatement

satisfied that they give a true and fair view,

in the financial statements or a material

and for such internal control as the trustees

misstatement of the other information. If,

determine is necessary to enable the

based on the work we have performed,

preparation of financial statements that are

we conclude that there is a material

free from material misstatement, whether

misstatement of this other information, we

due to fraud or error.

are required to report that fact.
In preparing the financial statements, the
trustees are responsible for assessing the

We have nothing to report in this regard.

charity’s ability to continue as a going
Matters on which we are required to

concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters

report by exception

related to going concern and using the going
concern basis of accounting unless the

We have nothing to report in respect of the

trustees either intend to liquidate the charity

following matters where the Charities Act 2011

or to cease operations or have no realistic

requires us to report to you if, in our opinion:

alternative but to do so.
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Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit

collusion, forgery, intentional omissions,

of the financial statements

misrepresentations, or the override of
internal control.

We have been appointed as auditor under

• Obtain an understanding of internal 		

Section 144 of the Charities Act 2011 and
report in accordance with regulations made

control relevant to the audit in order 		

under section 154 of that Act.

to design audit procedures that are 		
appropriate in the circumstances, but not

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable

for the purposes of expressing an opinion

assurance about whether the financial

on the effectiveness of the charity’s 		

statements as a whole are free from material

internal control.

misstatement, whether due to fraud or

• Evaluate the appropriateness of 		

error, and to issue an auditor’s report that
includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance

accounting policies used and the 		

is a high level of assurance, but is not a

reasonableness of accounting estimates

guarantee that an audit conducted in

and related disclosures made by the 		

accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect

trustees.

a material misstatement when it exists.

• Conclude on the appropriateness of the

Misstatements can arise from fraud or error
and are considered material if, individually

trustees’ use of the going concern basis

or in aggregate, they could reasonably

of accounting and, based on the audit

be expected to influence the economic

evidence obtained, whether a material

decisions of users taken on the basis of these

uncertainty exists related to events or

financial statements.

conditions that may cast significant doubt
on the charity’s ability to continue as a

As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs

going concern. If we conclude that a 		

(UK) we exercise professional judgement and

material uncertainty exists, we are 		

maintain professional skepticism throughout

required to draw attention in our auditor’s

the audit. We also:

report to the related disclosures in the
financial statements or, if such disclosures

• Identify and assess the risks of material

are inadequate, to modify our opinion.

misstatement of the financial statements,

Our conclusions are based on the audit

whether due to fraud or error, design and

evidence obtained up to the date of our

perform audit procedures responsive to

auditor’s report. However, future events

those risks, and obtain audit evidence that

or conditions may cause the charity to

is sufficient and appropriate to provide

cease to continue as a going concern.

a basis for our opinion. The risk of not
detecting a material misstatement 		
resulting from fraud is higher than for one
resulting from error, as fraud may involve
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• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure

prevention and detection of fraud rests with

and content of the financial statements,

both management and those charged with

including the disclosures, and whether

governance of the charity.

the financial statements represent the
underlying transactions and events in a

Our approach was as follows:

manner that achieves fair presentation.

• We obtained an understanding of the legal

• Obtain sufficient appropriate audit 		

and regulatory requirements applicable

evidence regarding the financial 		

to the charity and considered that

information of the entities or business

the most significant are the Charities Act

activities within the group to express 		

2011, the Charity SORP, and UK financial

an opinion on the consolidated financial

reporting standards as issued by the

statements. We are responsible for the

Financial Reporting Council.

direction, supervision and performance

• We obtained an understanding of how the

of the group audit. We remain solely 		

charity complies with these requirements

responsible for our audit report.

by discussions with management and
those charged with governance.

We communicate with those charged with
governance regarding, among other matters,

• We assessed the risk of material

the planned scope and timing of the audit
and significant audit findings, including any

misstatement of the financial statements,

significant deficiencies in internal control that

including the risk of material misstatement

we identify during our audit.

due to fraud and how it might occur, by
holding discussions with management and

Explanation as to what extent the audit

those charged with governance.

was considered capable of detecting

• We inquired of management and those

irregularities, including fraud

charged with governance as to any known
The objectives of our audit in respect of

instances of non-compliance or suspected

fraud, are; to identify and assess the risks

non-compliance with laws and regulations.

of material misstatement of the financial

• Based on this understanding, we designed

statements due to fraud; to obtain sufficient
appropriate audit evidence regarding the

specific appropriate audit procedures to

assessed risks of material misstatement

identify instances of non-compliance with

due to fraud, through designing and

laws and regulations. This included making

implementing appropriate responses

enquiries of management and those 		

to those assessed risks; and to respond

charged with governance and obtaining

appropriately to instances of fraud or

additional corroborative evidence as 		

suspected fraud identified during the audit.

required.

However, the primary responsibility for the
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There are inherent limitations in the audit

auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To

procedures described above. We are less

the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not

likely to become aware of instances of

accept or assume responsibility to any party

non-compliance with laws and regulations

other than the charity and charity’s trustees

that are not closely related to events and

as a body, for our audit work, for this report,

transactions reflected in the financial

or for the opinion we have formed.

statements. Also, the risk of not detecting a

						

material misstatement due to fraud is higher
than the risk of not detecting one resulting
from error, as fraud may involve deliberate
concealment by, for example, forgery or

Moore Kingston Smith LLP

intentional misrepresentations, or through

Statutory auditor

collusion.
12 September 2022
Use of our report
9 Appold Street					
This report is made solely to the charity’s

London, EC2A 2AP

trustees, as a body, in accordance Chapter

					
Moore Kingston Smith LLP is eligible to act

3 of Part 8 of the Charities Act 2011. Our audit

as auditor in terms of Section 1212 of the

work has been undertaken so that we might

Companies Act 2006.

state to the charity’s trustees those matters
we are required to state to them in an
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Cristina Wagner
Mastrobuono FCIArb
Independent arbitrator,
São Paulo, Brazil

Nowadays I serve in many proceedings related to disputes in
infrastructure contracts. Joining CIArb was a turning point in my
preparation for becoming an arbitrator. The fellowship assessment taught
me more than months of study, and the institution’s network is amazing.
There really is a feeling of being part of a high-level team of professionals.
I am now vice-chair of the Brazil Branch, which is a very active one.
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Financial
Statements
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Activities
for the year ended 31 December 2021

None of the Group’s activities were acquired or discontinued during the above two financial years.
The Notes on pages 60 to 97 form part of these financial statements.
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Consolidated Balance Sheet
for the year ended 31 December 2021

Approved by the Board of Trustees and authorised for issue on 9 June 2022 and signed on its
behalf by:

		
Jonathan Wood

David Huebner

Catherine Dixon

(Trustee)

(Trustee)

(Director General)

The Notes on pages 60 to 97 form part of these financial statements.
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Parent Undertaking Balance Sheet
for the year ended 31 December 2021

Approved by the Board of Trustees and authorised for issue on 9 June 2022 and signed on its
behalf by:

		
Jonathan Wood

David Huebner

Catherine Dixon

(Trustee)

(Trustee)

(Director General)

The Notes on pages 60 to 97 form part of these financial statements.
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Consolidated Cash Flow Statement
for the year ended 31 December 2021

The Notes on pages 60 to 97 form part of these financial statements.
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Parent Undertaking Cash Flow Statement
for the year ended 31 December 2021

The Notes on pages 60 to 97 form part of these financial statements.
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
1. General information

prepared in pounds sterling and rounded to
the nearest £.

The Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (“CIArb”)
is a charity registered in England and Wales,

The accounts have been prepared to give

registration number 803725. It was formed

a ‘true and fair’ view and have departed

in 1915, incorporated on 8th April 1923, and

from the Charities (Accounts and Reports)

granted a Royal Charter on 6th February 1979.

Regulations 2008 only to the extent required

It became a charitable body on 19th July

to provide a ‘true and fair view’.

1990. A new Royal Charter and Bye-laws were
approved by members at an Extraordinary

This departure has involved following

General Meeting on 28th October 2004 and

Accounting and Reporting by Charities

became fully effective on 28th February 2005.

preparing their accounts in accordance

Amended by order in Council on 6th August

with the Financial Reporting Standard

2013.

applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland
(FRS 102) issued on 16 July 2014 rather than

The charity is a public benefit entity and its

the Accounting and Reporting by Charities:

principal activities are set out in the Trustees’

Statement of Recommended Practice

Annual Report.

effective from 1 April 2005 which has since
been withdrawn.

The Registered Office is: 12 Bloomsbury
(b) Consolidation

Square, London, WC1A 2LP.

The consolidated accounts incorporate
2. Accounting Policies

the accounts of CIArb and its subsidiaries
made up to 31 December 2021. The result is

(a) Basis of Accounting

consolidated on a line-by-line basis.

The accounts have been prepared
in accordance with the Statement of

A separate Statement of Financial Activities

Recommended Practice: Accounting and

is not presented for CIArb itself. For the year

Reporting by Charities preparing their

ended 31 December 2021 the income of CIArb

accounts in accordance with the Financial

was £7,318,811 (2020: £6,960,920), expenditure

Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and

was £6,714,596 (2020: £5,640,081), its gains on

Republic of Ireland (FRS 102) and the Financial

investment assets were £116,702 (2020: losses

Reporting Standard applicable in the United

of £8,584), its translation losses were £5,220

Kingdom and Republic of Ireland (FRS 102),

(2020: £156,077) and its net movement in

the Charities Act 2011 and UK Generally

funds was a surplus of £720,917 (2020: surplus

Accepted Practice. Accounting policies have

of £1,156,178).

been consistently applied except where
noted below. The financial statements are
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(c) Going concern

The annual depreciation rates and methods

The Institute’s accounts are prepared on the

are as follows:

basis that it is a going concern. It continues
to produce an annual surplus of income

Freehold Land

_

Nil

over expenditure and has set its 2022 budget
on the reasonable assumption that this will

Improvements to Leasehold Premises

continue. With the residual impact of the

the remaining period of the lease

Covid 19 pandemic as well as the effect
of the cost of living increases, the Trustees

Furniture and Fittings

and management have re-assessed and

on cost

_

_

Over

10% per annum

updated the forecast and are confident
there are sufficient reserves to continue

Computer and Electronic Equipment

operating for the foreseeable future. The

331/3% per annum on cost

_

Institute continues to monitor events as
they unfold, and the forward projections are

(e) Freehold Buildings

updated accordingly.

Freehold buildings are depreciated to the
extent that the residual value is lower than

The Trustees confirm that at the time of

the net book value, and valuations are

approving the financial statements, and

obtained to support this.

based on their forecasts until 30 June 2023,
there is a reasonable expectation that the

(f) Intangible Fixed Assets and Amortisation

Institute has adequate resources to continue

Intangible fixed assets costing more than

in operational existence for the foreseeable

£1,000 are capitalised at cost. Cost includes

future. In arriving at this conclusion, the

the original purchase price of the asset and

Trustees have taken account of current

the costs attributable to bringing the asset to

and anticipated financial performance

its working condition for its intended use.

in the current economic conditions, the

Amortisation commences when the asset is

approved planned 2022 budget surplus

brought into use and is calculated to write

and the Institute’s reserves position. At 31

off the cost, less estimated residual values, of

December 2021, the Institute held unrestricted

intangible fixed assets over their estimated

cash balances of £3.7m and unrestricted

useful lives. The annual amortisation rates

investments of £1.7m.

and methods are as follows:

(d) Tangible Fixed Assets and Depreciation

Computer software

Tangible fixed assets costing more than

on cost

_

20% per annum 		

£1,000 are capitalised at cost. Depreciation
commences when an asset is brought into

(g) Stock and Goods for Resale

use and is calculated to write off the cost,

Stock and Goods for Resale are included at

less estimated residual values, of tangible

the lower of cost and net realisable value.

fixed assets over their estimated useful lives.
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(h) Leases

Assets, liabilities, and results of overseas

An asset and corresponding liability are

branches are translated at the rate ruling

recognised for leasing agreements that

at the balance sheet date. Exchange

transfer to CIArb substantially all of the

differences arising are recognised as other

risks and rewards incidental to ownership

recognised gains and losses.

(“finance leases”). The amount capitalised is
the fair value of the leased asset or, if lower,

(k) Subscriptions, Fees and Services

the present value of the minimum lease

Subscriptions, fees and services are included

payments payable during the lease term,

in the financial statements on the basis

both determined at inception of the lease.

of amounts receivable in respect of the

Lease payments are treated as consisting of

accounting period.

capital and interest elements. Any interest
is charged to the Statement of Financial

(l) Recognition of Income

Activities so as to produce a constant

Membership subscription income for the

periodic rate of interest on the remaining

current year is recognised when received.

balance of the liability.

Subscription income received in advance
relating to subsequent years is deferred.

All other leases are operating leases and the

Advances of subscriptions received at the

annual rentals are charged to the Statement

time of application for membership but prior

of Financial Activities on a straight line basis

to admittance are recorded as deferred

over the lease term.

income at the year end and recognised as
income in the period when the applicant is

(i) Branches

admitted as a member.

The activities and funds of branches
established by CIArb and governed by the

Income from administered dispute

Branch Model Rules, but not incorporated

resolution schemes for case work is normally

locally are regarded as those of CIArb itself

recognised either in accordance with

and are included by means of aggregation

relevant scheme contractual specifications

in the Accounts. Locally incorporated

or on conclusion of the case, that is, when

branches are treated as subsidiaries as

a decision is made by the appointed

described in note 2(n).

dispute resolver or an outcome is agreed
between the parties. Income from fees paid

(j) Foreign Currency Funds and Transactions

as retainers and similar arrangements is

Assets and liabilities denominated in foreign

recognised on an accruals basis.

currencies are translated at the rate of
exchange ruling at the balance sheet date.

Education and training income relating to

Transactions in foreign currencies are

courses is recognised when the course has

recorded at the rate ruling at the date of the

started. Room hire, event admission and all

transaction. All differences are taken to the

other income is recognised when the activity

Statement of Financial Activities.

has taken place.
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(m) Investments

(p) Investments in Associated Undertakings

Investments are included in the Balance

Investment in associated undertakings is

Sheet at fair value at the Balance Sheet

stated at cost less any impairment if events

date. The Statement of Financial Activities

or changes in circumstances indicate

includes the net gains and losses arising on
revaluations and disposals throughout the

that the carrying amount may not be fully

year.

recoverable or as otherwise required by
relevant accounting standards. CIArb has

(n) Investments in Subsidiary Undertakings

made no investment in the associated

Investment in subsidiaries are initially

undertaking during the year and the value of

measured at cost and subsequently

its investment at the year-end is £nil.

measured at cost less any accumulated
impairment losses. Interests in subsidiaries

(q) Allocation of Costs

are assessed for impairment at each

All expenditure is accounted for on an

reporting date. Any impairment losses

accruals basis and has been classified under

or impairment reversals are recognised

headings that aggregate all costs related

immediately in the Statement of Financial

to the category. Costs that are directly

Activities. The net asset values of the

attributable are allocated on a departmental

operating subsidiaries are disclosed in

basis and support costs added. Head Office

notes 10 (for UK subsidiaries) and 20(b) (for

staff costs are apportioned to departments

incorporated international branches). They

on an actual basis and accommodation

are consolidated on a line by line basis.

costs according to assessed work area. Other
Head Office costs, including Governance

Incorporated branches are treated as

costs, are apportioned to departments

subsidiaries and the results of these are

on a reasonable basis. Please see note

included within the consolidated results but

5.reasonable basis. Please see note 5.

not those of the parent undertaking. The
results of other branches are included in both

(r) Pensions

the parent undertaking and consolidated

CIArb operates a Defined Contribution

results.

Pension Scheme. Pension contributions
are charged to the Statement of Financial

(o) Impairments

Activities as incurred. These contributions are

Shortfalls between the carrying value of fixed

invested separately from CIArb assets.

assets and their recoverable amounts, being
the higher of net realisable value and value-

(s) Financial Instruments

in-use, are recognised as impairments.

The Group has elected to apply the

Impairment losses are recognised in the

provisions of Section 11 ‘Basic Financial

Statement of Financial Activities.

Instruments’ and Section 12 ‘Other Financial
Instruments Issues’ of FRS 102, in full, to all of
its financial instruments. All of its Financial
Instruments are classified as “basic”.
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Financial assets and financial liabilities are

arrangements entered into. An equity

recognised when the Group becomes a

instrument is any contract that evidences a

party to the contractual provisions of the

residual interest in the assets of CIArb after

instrument and are offset only when the

deducting all of its liabilities.

Group currently has a legally enforceable
right to set off the recognised amounts and

Other creditors

intends either to settle on a net basis, or

Other creditors payable within one year that

to realise the asset and settle the liability

do not constitute a financing transaction are

simultaneously.

initially measured at the transaction price
and subsequently measured at amortised

Financial assets

cost, being the transaction price less any
amounts settled.

Debtors
Debtors which are receivable within one

Borrowings

year and which do not constitute a financing

Borrowings are initially recognised at the

transaction are initially measured at the

transaction price, including transaction costs,

transaction price. Debtors are subsequently

and subsequently measured at amortised

measured at amortised cost, being the

cost using the effective interest method.

transaction price less any amounts settled

Interest expense is recognised on the basis of

and any impairment losses. A provision for

the effective interest method and is included

impairment of debtors is established when

in administration costs and reallocated

there is objective evidence that the amounts

across charitable activities.

due will not be collected according to the
original terms of the contract. Impairment

Derecognition of financial assets

losses are recognised in the Statement

and liabilities

of Financial Activities for the excess of the
carrying value of the debtor over the present

A financial asset is derecognised only when

value of the future cash flows discounted

the contractual rights to cash flows expire

using the original effective interest rate.

or are settled, or substantially all the risks

Subsequent reversals of an impairment loss

and rewards of ownership are transferred

that objectively relate to an event occurring

to another party, or if some significant risks

after the impairment loss was recognised,

and rewards of ownership are retained

are recognised immediately in the Statement

but control of the asset has transferred

of Financial Activities.

to another party that is able to sell the
asset in its entirety to an unrelated third

Financial liabilities and equity

party. A financial liability (or part thereof) is
derecognised when the obligation specified

Financial instruments are classified as

in the contract is discharged, cancelled or

liabilities and equity instruments according

expires.

to the substance of the contractual
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Stakeholder funds

experience and other factors, including
expectations of future events that are

CIArb holds stakeholder funds on behalf of

believed to be reasonable under the

clients as a neutral in arbitration cases. These

circumstances. There are no estimates

amounts are included within creditors above.

and assumptions that are considered to
have a significant risk of causing a material

This activity falls within CIArb’s strategic

adjustment to the carrying amounts of

aim of global promoting the constructive

assets and liabilities within the next financial

resolution of disputes. By acting as a neutral

year.

with funds in escrow, CIArb can ensure funds
are distributed appropriately once an award

(u) Charitable Status

is made.

CIArb is registered as a charity, registration
number 803725, and in consequence it is

(t) Critical accounting estimates and

exempt from taxation on income arising from

areas of judgement

and expended on its charitable activities.

Estimates and judgements are continually
evaluated and are based on historical
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I joined CIArb in August 2017 and what I enjoy
the most about working for the organisation
is the people. Returning to office after working
remotely for so long it makes you really
appreciate the relationships you build with
your colleagues. There are some great people
working here and it’s great to see them again.
There has been a big drive to understand our
members more in the past couple of years;
I provide weekly membership statistics and
information in the monthly accounts which
helps to understand the membership trends
and assists director decision making.
Luke Hoquee-Cott
Management Accountant
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
3. Income from charitable activities

4. Investment Income
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
5. Expenditure
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
Allocation of costs: Staff costs are allocated to activities based on the actual cost, including
on-costs, of the staff working in each activity. Accommodation costs and Depreciation are
allocated on the basis of the area occupied by each activity and Miscellaneous costs on the
basis of the numbers of staff employed in each activity. Support costs are allocated on a basis
which reflects the use made by the activity of each support cost centre.
6. Audit Fees

7. Staff Costs

Included within the above is £242,627 (2020: £254,644) of costs including employer’s national
insurance in respect of key management personnel and £192,581 (2020: £8,000) in termination
benefits. The Director General is the only member of key management personnel.
The average number of employees by category during the year was:
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
7. Staff Costs (continued)
The number of employees whose emoluments fell into the following bands in excess
of £60,000 was:

Pension payments in respect of these fourteen employees (2020: eleven) in 2021 amounted
to £116,335 (2020: £92,064).
8. Payments to Trustees
Members of the Board of Trustees receive no remuneration for their work as Trustees or for
other work they may carry out for CIArb, with the exception of that disclosed in Note 24(g).
Trustees’ expenses reimbursed during the year under review are as follows:
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
9. (a) Tangible Fixed Assets

Group and Parent undertaking

CIArb acquired the freehold of 12 Bloomsbury Square on 30 January 2001 at a net cost of
£4,248,126. It acquired the freehold of 14 Bloomsbury Square on 23 September 2011 at a net cost
of £1,733,355. Depreciation of £nil is charged on listed Freehold Buildings as there is estimated
to be no material difference between cost and residual value.
Included above are assets purchased under hire purchase arrangements with a net book
value of £nil (2020: £nil). Depreciation of £nil (2020: £nil) was charged on these assets during
the year.
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
9. (b) Intangible Fixed Assets

Group and Parent undertaking
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
10. Fixed Asset Investments

(a) Managed funds - Group and Parent Undertaking

(b) Subsidiary Undertakings
Parent undertaking
CIArb had thirteen 100% owned subsidiary companies at 31 December 2021 (2020: thirteen).
This includes four subsidiaries incorporated in England and Wales and nine (2020: nine)
incorporated international branches. Details of these branches are included in note 20.
The four UK subsidiaries are:
Name		

Co. Number

Principal activity

Arbitration Services Limited

01288642

Collecting sponsorship income for CIArb events

The City Disputes Panel Limited

07121217

Dormant

12 Bloomsbury Square Limited

07057143

Provision of meeting rooms for hire

Independent Dispute

05945475

Dormant

Resolution
Services Limited
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
10. Fixed Asset Investments (continued)

(b) Subsidiary Undertakings – Parent undertaking (continued)
The nine international subsidiaries are:
Name

Co. Number

Relationship		

The Chartered Institute of

118131016

CIArb is the Special Member with sole voting
rights to amend the constitution or wind up

Arbitrators (Australia) Limited

Chartered Institute of Arbitrators
Bahamas Branch

Chartered Institute of Arbitrators

the branch.

CIArb is the Special Member with sole voting

61220 C

rights to amend the constitution or wind up
the branch.

1018216-8

CIArb is the Special Member with sole voting

(Canada Branch) Incorporated

rights to amend the constitution or wind up
the branch.

Chartered Institute of Arbitrators

208/2014

Assets and monies held by the branch remain

(Caribbean Branch) Incorporated

International Group of Arbitrators

under beneficial ownership of CIArb under
branch by-laws

CIArb is the Special Member with sole voting

1207883-A

rights to amend the constitution or wind up

Berhad

The Chartered Institute of

the branch.
5508705

CIArb is the Special Member with sole voting

Arbitrators (New York Branch), Inc.

The Chartered Institute of Arbitrators
(North America Branch), Inc.

The Chartered Institute of Arbitrators

rights to amend the constitution or wind up
the branch.

CIArb is the Special Member with sole voting

5036735

rights to amend the constitution or wind up
the branch.

To operate in the Qatar Financial Centre

00451

(QFC) it was necessary to establish a limited

(Qatar & QFC LLC), Inc.

liability vehicle (the entity governed by the
Articles of Association). CIArb (the Royal

Charter body) is the sole member of this
company.

For the rest of Qatar, the Branch is governed
by the Branch Rules which are an approved
variation of the Branch Model Rules.

The Chartered Institute of

Arbitrators (Singapore) Limited

CIArb is the Special Member with sole voting

201001118N

rights to amend the constitution or wind up
the branch.
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
10. Fixed Asset Investments (continued)
(b) Subsidiary Undertakings – Parent undertaking (continued)

*Arbitration Services Limited declared gift aid of £nil (2020: £nil) and 12 Bloomsbury Square
Limited declared gift aid of £nil (2020: £16,741) to CIArb during the year.
Financial information related to the international subsidiaries is disclosed in note 20(c).
(c) Investment in Associated Undertaking
Group and Parent Undertaking
CIArb together with Solicitors Family Law Association and Family Law Bar Association has set
up a not for profit company, Institute of Family Law Arbitrators Limited (IFLA). The company is
limited by guarantee and all three parties are equal members in the company. The purpose of
IFLA is to promote the use of family arbitration as an alternative method of dispute resolution
in family proceedings in England and Wales. IFLA is currently active and CIArb has made no
investment in it during the year (2020: £nil).
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
11. Stocks

12. Debtors

13. Liabilities: Amounts falling due within one year
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
13. Liabilities: Amounts falling due within one year (continued)
Deferred income

Membership income related to 2022 subscriptions received in 2021 and Education and Training
income related to courses taking place in 2022 received in 2021 has been deferred. Advances
of subscriptions received at the time of application for membership but prior to admittance
are recorded as deferred income at the year end and recognised as income in the period
when the applicant is admitted as a member.
The amount noted above includes Held Funds which at 31 December 2021 stand at £75,101.
14. Liabilities: Amounts falling due after one year
Group and Parent Undertaking
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
14. Liabilities: Amounts falling due after one year (continued) –
Group and Parent Undertaking
Bank loans include two loans taken out in 2001 which were in connection with the purchase
of 12 Bloomsbury Square, a 2013 loan to cover lease exit fees and two loans taken out in 2014
which were in connection with the purchase of 14 Bloomsbury Square. The loans are secured
on the full value of the properties. The loans are basic financial liabilities and are set out in the
table below.
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
15. Group Funds Summary
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
16. Parent Funds Summary
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Notes for the Accounts
for the year ended 31 December 2021
17. Fund movements
Group
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17. Fund movements (continued) _ Parent Undertaking

Members of and donors to the Kenyan branch have been contributing to a development fund
to acquire accommodation for branch activities. A leasehold property was purchased in 2021.
The equivalent of approximately £50,000 (2020: approximately £178,000) is ring-fenced for
this purpose and is therefore shown as restricted funds in the accounts. Headquarters above
relates to the UK Head Office and the UK subsidiaries as per note 10b. Branches includes the
international subsidiaries.
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18. Reconciliation of movement in net debt
Group
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18. Reconciliation of movement in net debt (continued)
Company

19. Capital Commitments and Contingent Liabilities
As of 31 December 2021, CIArb had capital commitments of £334,878 for assets (2020: £338,773),
comprising £334,878 in relation to a property purchase (2020: £335,751) and £0 in relation to
laptop purchases (2020: £3,022).
There is a cross guarantee in favour of CIArb in respect of CIArb’s membership of the
Chartered Institute of Arbitrators VAT group.
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20. Branch Results
(a) England and Wales branches

(b) Scotland and international branches
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20. Branch Results (continued)
(b) Scotland and international branches (continued)
*The financial statements for Bahrain, Lebanon and Zimbabwe had not been received
in time to be included in the aggregated Statement of Financial Activities or Cash flow
Statement for CIArb. These are not considered material to the final position on aggregation
and consolidation. Their net assets as last reported are included as appropriate in the
Consolidated and Parent Undertaking balance sheet. The results of Bahrain, Lebanon, South
Africa and Zimbabwe were not included in last year’s accounts.
**Sri Lanka branch opened in late 2019 and all financial transactions up to the end of 2021 were
made through CIArb HQ.
(c) International subsidiaries (see note 10b)

Grants from central funds are not included in the amounts shown as income in the above
table but are included in income in note 17. Branch Income and Expenditure above excludes
any translation gains or losses.
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20. Branch Results (continued)
(c) International subsidiaries (see note 10b)

Branch assets and liabilities have been aggregated, or consolidated, within the main balance
sheet headings.
(d) Analysis of branch income and expenditure by category
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20. Branch Results (continued)
(d) Analysis of branch income and expenditure by category (continued)

The above figures for England and Wales do not include grants from central funds made
during the year. Figures for Scotland and International Branches and subsidiaries do not
include the effect of net translation gains.
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21. Finance Leases
CIArb has entered into a finance lease contract for the hire purchase of office equipment. At 31
December CIArb was committed to total future minimum payments as follows:

This liability is secured on the related assets disclosed in note 9(a).
22. Pension Obligations
CIArb and its subsidiary companies make contributions to employee defined contribution
pension schemes. Contributions in the year amounted to £239,897 (2020: £203,791). At the
year-end there were no prepaid contributions (2020: £nil). Outstanding pension contributions,
included within other creditors, were £nil (2020: £nil). The assets of the schemes are invested
and managed independently of the finances of CIArb.
23. Indemnity Insurance
CIArb paid a premium during the year of £26,480 (2020: £9,500) under a professional
indemnity and trustee indemnity insurance policy to protect CIArb and its Trustees against loss
arising from the neglect or default of its Trustees, agents or employees, arising in the course of
CIArb’s business.
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24. Related party transactions
Related party transactions with the subsidiaries set out in note 10(b) are as follows:
(a) 12 Bloomsbury Square Limited (“12BSL”)
Under an operating agreement signed on 21 December 2009, 12BSL has a licence to use the
property of 12 Bloomsbury Square to carry out a room hire business. CIArb recharged 12BSL
£304,502 (2020: £361,238) of costs under this agreement during the year. In addition, CIArb
makes use of meeting rooms at the property from time to time. 12BSL charged CIArb £9,851
(2020: £50,931) for these rooms during the year.
Gift Aid distributions of £0 (2020: £16,741) were paid by 12BSL to CIArb.
At the end of the year, the balance owing to CIArb was £671,910 (2020: owing to CIArb
£352,836).
(b) Arbitration Services Limited (“ASL”)
Gift Aid distributions of £nil (2020: £nil) were paid by ASL to CIArb. At the year-end, the balance
owing to CIArb was £nil (2020: £9,937).
(c) The City Disputes Panel Limited (“CDP”)
At the year end, the balance owing to CIArb was £95,300 (2020: £95,300), of which £95,300
(2020: £95,300) cumulative has been provided for in CIArb’s books.
(d) Independent Dispute Resolution Services Limited (“IDRS”)
At the year end, the balance owing from CIArb was £1,000 (2020: £1,000).
(e) Institute of Family Law Arbitrators Limited (IFLA)
CIArb together with Solicitors Family Law Association and Family Law Bar Association has set
up a not for profit company, IFLA. The company is limited by guarantee and all three parties
are equal members in the company. The purpose of IFLA is to promote the use of family
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24. Related party transactions (continued)
(e) Institute of Family Law Arbitrators Limited (IFLA) (continued)
arbitration as an alternative method of dispute resolution in family proceedings in England
and Wales. IFLA was dormant during 2021 and CIArb has made no investment in it during the
year (2020: £nil).
(f) International subsidiaries
CIArb collects Branch subscriptions on behalf of these subsidiaries during the year and pays a
grant to the Branches in two annual instalments, based on an approved Budget and Business
Plan. In addition, where Branches carry out training courses, CIArb charges the Branches
for training materials as well as for marking, moderation and assessment fees. Relevant
information is set out in the tables below.
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24. Related party transactions (continued)
(g) Payments to Trustees in relation to Tutor Fees
Fees were £3,305 (2020: £1,276).
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Mian Sheraz Javaid FCIArb

Fellowship and accreditation with

Barrister, Partner

CIArb has distinguished me amongst

MK Consultus LLP

the Arbitration community, where
such an honor acts as an automatic
testament to my credibility, further
elevating my status as an accredited
practitioner. Affiliation with this
prestigious institute through the
title of Fellowship has equipped
me with a high degree of expertise,
which reflects through an aura of
confidence with my clientele. My prior
rich experience in an array of fields,
gilded with the globally recognized
badge now, is an asset
I am fortunate
to possess.
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